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ABSTRACT 

Vertebrate tissues consist of parenchyma and vascular elements all of which are 

necessary for the specific form and function of these tissues. In a unique process termed 

angiogenesis, vessels invade forming tissues to provide for proper tissue perfusion. 

Much is known about the molecular and cellular elements of angiogenesis, however, it 

is not clear how these elements are coordinated to produce specific microvascular beds. 

In an effort to answer this question, the effects of basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF) 

on human microvessel endothelial cell (HMVEC) interactions with collagen I were 

examined. HMVEC migration on collagen I was chosen as the model angiogenic 

response. Utilizing two distinct migration assays, bFGF either induced migration or had 

no effect. Examination of HMVEC adhesion with two separate assays revealed that 

HMVEC adhesion to collagen I was altered by bFGF treatment and depended on the 

density of HMVEC at the time of treatment. Adhesion of HMVEC with or without 

bFGF treatment was mediated entirely by /31 integrins as demonstrated with a blocking 

antibody studies. Experiments were performed to determine the mechanism by which 

bFGF can alter HMVEC adhesion and focussed on low density HMVEC. The reduction 

in adhesion of low density HMVEC following bFGF treatment correlated with no 

change in /31 integrin surface expression, delayed cell spreading, altered organization of 

/31 integrin into substrate contacts, and serine/threonine phosphorylation of the /31 

subunit. To evaluate the coordinated effects ofbFGF on angiogenesis, an in vitro model 

simulating a microvascular environment was developed utilizing isolated microvessel 
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fragments from rat adipose tissue cultured in three dimensional collagen I gels. The 

addition of crude basic fibroblast growth factor to the cultures resulted in the growth of 

significantly longer microvessels and the expression of an endothelial cell protein, von 

Willebrand factor. Based on this work, it is apparent that cellular responses to 

physiological signals during angiogenesis are multifactorial and are sensitive to many 

coincidental environmental factors such as cell density. The influence of these 

environmental factors is such as to substantially alter the effects of a signalling factor 

acting alone. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In vertebrates, the essential delivery of nutrients and removal of metabolic wastes 

occur via the blood distributed by the circulatory system. To facilitate this process, 

there is a density of capillaries within a tissue maintained to optimize the diffusion 

distances of oxygen and other molecules between the cells of the tissue and the capillary 

space (Hudlicka, 1973; 1984). In order to maintain an optimal vascular density, vascular 

beds must be capable of rapid remodelling during tissue formation and change. The 

process of blood vessel growth from pre-existing vessels, angiogenesis, is the primary 

mechanism by which this occurs. Angiogenesis is present in nearly every aspect of 

vertebrate development and function. By a process termed vasculogenesis and distinct 

from angiogenesis, formation of the early vasculature within the vertebrate embryo 

begins by aggregation of blood island cells along the neural crest (Drake et al., 1992). 

Organs develop as avascular tissues and become vascularized by ingrowth of vessels 

(angiogenesis) from this initial vascular tree (Sariola et al., 1984). The character of each 

of the resulting vascular beds is determined by the nature of the tissue being 

vascularized. For example, fenestrae are present in the liver microcirculation (Jones and 

Schmucker, 1977) while the intercellular junctions between endothelium of the blood 

brain barrier are tight (Brightman and Reese, 1969). In this regard, it could be argued 

that vasculogenesis is the foundation of vessel formation while angiogenesis provides 

for the specificity of the vascular tree. To impart such specificity, tissues influence 

vascular development via angiogenesis with a number of regulatory factors. Soluble 

molecules (eg. growth factors) and non-cellular constituents of tissues (extracellular 
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matrix) present in the extracellular space contribute to the character and extent of vessel 

growth. Coordinating the regulation of these factors are cell surface receptors which 

interact with ligands to signal the cell interior. These include the growth factor 

receptors and the receptors for extracellular matrix ligands, integrins. In spite of 

considerable knowledge about each of these extracellular signalling systems, little is 

known about the inter-communication between these controlling processes, particularly 

during angiogenesis. Such knowledge would facilitate understanding the complex 

biology of tissue form and function. 

Angiogenesis 

Early studies describing neovascularization in tumors (Algire and Chalkey, 1945; 

Greenblatt and Shubik, 1968; Folkman, 1972) laid the framework for the active research 

in the area of angiogenesis that is observed today. From this and related work, Dr. 

Judah Folkman and colleagues proposed that expansion of a solid tumor would not 

advance beyond 1-2 mm in diameter without a sufficient vascular supply (Folkman, 

1972; 1974). This hypothesis initiated fervent research in the area of angiogenesis to 

identify the mechanisms and regulators of angiogenesis that has continued to date. 

Angiogenesis has been associated with a number of biological phenomenon involving 

physiological processes in both the normal and pathological condition. Considerable 

information is known describing the process of angiogenesis, including many details of 

some of the specific mechanisms involved in angiogenesis. 
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Angiogenesis in Physiology 

In normal physiologic conditions, vascular remodelling is limited to a few 

instances (Table 1.1). These include embryonic development and growth of certain adult 

tissues. As mentioned above, angiogenesis plays a central role in ,the early stages of 

embryonic development with its role in preparation of maternal tissues for blastocyst 

implantation (Folkman, 1984). In the embryo, early blood vessel formation occurs by 

vasculogenesis, or the aggregation and proliferation of blood island cells (Wagner, 

1980). Subsequent vascular development begins with the neovascularization of initially 

avascular organs by angiogenesis as described in the kidney (Sariola et al., 1984). 

Because the heart is not fully developed, angiogenesis in the early embryo occurs in the 

absence of blood flow (Chapman, 1918). The resulting vascular tree is comprised of 

endothelial cells exhibiting heterogeneous phenotypes depending on the tissue (Zetter, 

1989). Angiogenesis also occurs during adult tissue growth and development. In 

endurance trained men, the capillary density of skeletal muscle was greater than in non

trained men (Brodal et al., 1977). Other evidence for the involvement of angiogenesis 

in muscle tissue hypertrophy has been described (Hudlicka et al., 1977). Adipocyte 

differentiation from fibroblasts is associated with the production of an angiogenic factor 

(Castellot et al., 1980; 1982) and may explain the high vascularity of adipose tissue. 

Bone development and repair is accompanied by angiogenesis in which avascular 

cartilage is vascularized and subsequently differentiates into bone (Caplan and Pechak, 

1987; Eppley et aI., 1988). The development and maturation of the female reproductive 

tissues such as the endometrium and corpus luteum also rely on angiogenesis (Findlay, 



Table 1.1. Physiological Processes Involving Angiogenesis 

normo-physiological 

corpus luteum development 

muscle growth 

adipose tissue growth 

embryonic development 

wound healing 

bone formation and repair 

patho-physiologicaIB 

chronic inflammation 

tumor growth 

rheumatoid arthritis 

retinopathy 

chronic ulcers 

hypoxia 

references 

Jakob et aI., 1976; Gospodarowicz and 
ThakraI, 1978; Rueda et aI., 1994 

Hudlicka et aI., 1977; BrodaI et aI., 1977 

Castellot et aI., 1980; 1982 

Wagner, 1980 

Polverini et aI., 1977; Thakral et aI., 1979; 
Leibovich et aI., 1987 

Caplan and Pechak, 1987; Eppley et aI., 
1988 

Sidky and Auerbach, 1975 

Cavallo et aI., 1972; Brem et aI., 1972 

Brown et aI., 1980; Koch et aI., 1986 

Patz, 1980 

Klagsbrun and D'Amore, 1991 

Knighton et aI., 1983; D'Amore and 
Thompson, 1987 

17 

Bprocesses in which angiogenesis is the cause or a complication of the pathological state 

1986). The cyclic pattern of neovascularization in reproductive tissues is believed to 

involve growth factors (Findlay, 1986) and may be regulated by hormones (Baird et aI., 

1986). For example, fluid from ovarian tissue in a number of species is highly 
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angiogenic (Jakob et aI., 1976; Gospodarowicz and Thakral, 1978; Frederick et aI., 1984; 

Makris et aI., 1984; Gospodarowicz et aI., 1985a). Similarly, the subsequent 

degeneration of luteal tissues is accompanied by vascular regression (Azmi and O'Shea, 

1984). Recently, evidence of a putative regulator of vascular regression observed in the 

demise of the corpus luteum during luteolysis has been identified (Rueda et aI., 1994). 

The normal processes of inflammation and wound healing also depend on angiogenesis 

for increased perfusion. Many of the cells types involved in inflammation and wound 

healing, including macrophages, produce angiogenic factors (Polverini et aI., 1977; 

Thakral et aI., 1979; Leibovich et aI., 1987). Furthermore, insufficient healing of 

wounds (chronic ulcers) can result from a failure in maintaining a proper vascular 

density (Klagsbrun and D'Amore, 1991). 

Angiogenesis in Patho-physiology 

As with chronic ulcers, a number of pathological states are associated with 

angiogenesis as either the cause or a complication of the disease (Table 1.1). A key 

feature of pathologically related angiogenesis is the loss of tight regulation normally 

associated with angiogenesis occurring in non-pathological conditions. Many researchers 

have identified angiogenic activity associated with tumor development (Klagsbrun and 

Folkman, 1991). Some of the early quantitative evidence for tumor angiogenesis was 

provided using histological and radiographic methods (Cavallo et aI., 1972; Brem et aI., 

1972). Central to the study of tumor angiogenesis has been the identification of 

angiogenic factors derived from tumors and the immune cells often associated with 
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tumors (Polverini et aI., 1977; Baird et al., 1985; Folkman and Klagsbrun, 1987). 

Immune cells are also believed responsible for the abnormal ingrowth of vessels into 

joints leading to rheumatoid arthritis (Brown et aI., 1980; Koch et aI., 1986) and host 

versus graft rejection (Sidky and Auerbach, 1975). The angiogenic consequences of 

hypoxia (Knighton et aI., 1983; D'Amore and Thompson, 1987) and a retinal derived 

angiogenic factor (Patz, 1980) are suspected in the development of vascular related 

retinopathies. 

Mechanisms of Angiogenesis 

As eluded to above, angiogenesis is a complex process involving the cells of the 

vasculature and the environment surrounding the vasculature (Furcht, 1986). This 

includes the extracellular matrix and the parenchymal cells of the vascularized tissue. 

From these observations, a model of the cellular events of angiogenesis was developed 

(Figure 1.1). Central to this model is the microvessel endothelial cell. Variations of this 

model have been described, however, all cellular events can be included in four general 

categories. (1) Upon interaction of the angiogenic stimulus with the microvessel 

endothelial cell, the adjacent basement membrane surrounding the capillary is degraded 

allowing for invasion of the endothelial cell into the interstitium. In a coordinated 

pattern of (2) migration and (3) proliferation, a vessel sprout formed from endothelial 

cells develops as an occluded branch of the parent capillary. (4) Maturation of the new 

vessel results from anastomosis with other sprouts, the synthesis of a new basement 

membrane, formation of a lumen and recruitment of extra-vascular mural cells. 
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Figure l.l. Diagram of the process of angiogenesis depicting the four main cellular 

events that occur during new blood vessel growth. These four cellular activities occur 

within three loosely defined stages (stages I-III). In the initial stage (stage I). basement 

membrane dissolution and cell protrusion results in the formation of a neovessel sprout. 

Extension of the neovessel continues with by coordination of cell migration and 

proliferation (stage II) followed by vessel maturation (stage III) which includes matrix 

synthesis and pericyte recruitment. 
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stage I 

stage II 

stage III 
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Numerous experimental evidence supports this scheme. During the initial stages of 

angiogenesis, new vessel sprouts arise from the capillary and post capillary venules of 

the existing vessels (Ausprunk and Folkman, 1977). Structural analysis revealed that 

the endothelial cells comprising the capillaries relaxed from the normal tube structure 

and sprouted out from the capillary wall in the direction of the angiogenic stimulus 

(Ausprunk and Folkman, 1977). In vitro evidence for basement membrane dissolution 

includes the observation that endothelial cells produce increased levels of 

metalloproteinases in response to angiogenic stimulants (Moscatelli et al., 1980; Gross 

et al., 1982; Kalebic et aI., 1983). Many of the potent stimulators of angiogenesis are 

also strong mitogens and chemotactic agents for endothelial cells (Zetter, 1980; 

Klagsbrun and Folkman, 1987; Stokes et aI., 1990a). Interestingly, proliferation was 

shown to be non-essential in the early events of angiogenesis, however continued 

extensions of new vessels depended upon endothelial cell proliferation (Sholley et aI., 

1984). This observation highlights the critical role migration plays in angiogenesis. 

Elements of vessel maturation in vitro have been observed. These include induction of 

tube formation in endothelial cells (Montessano et aI., 1983), endothelial cell matrix 

synthesis (Gospodarowicz et aI., 1980; Ausprunk, 1982; Madri et aI., 1988; Iruela-Arispe 

et aI., 1991), and growth arrest of endothelial cells by pericytes and smooth muscle cells 

(Orlidge and D'Amore, 1986) via synthesis of TGF-f3 (Orlidge and D'Amore, 1988). 
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In the search for mechanisms regulating vascular density, many soluble factors 

were discovered to be involved in angiogenesis and vascular remodelling. To date, 

much of the focus of angiogenesis research has been on identifying and characterizing 

these factors which have been classified into broad categories (Folkman and Klagsbrun, 

1987). A large group of factors are associated with metabolism and nutrient 

requirements of a tissue. Since many of these factors are small, metabolic by-products, 

they have been termed the low molecular weight angiogenic factors (Odedra and Weiss, 

1991). Members of this class constitute small lipid metabolites (Ziche et aI., 1982; 

Form and Auerbach, 1983), non-peptide hormones (Masferrer et aI., 1991; Oikawa et aI., 

1992), and metabolites such as adenosine (Dusseau et aI., 1986). The remaining classes 

of factors regulating vascularization of a tissue include the peptide growth factors and 

angiostatic steroids. The term "growth factors" is misleading since many of these factors 

are responsible for a myriad of cellular activities in addition to controlling cell growth 

(Sporn and Roberts, 1988). In general, this class of angiogenesis factors are either 

inhibitors (angiostatic) or stimulators (angiogenic) of angiogenesis. The angiostatic 

factors have been identified by demonstrating inhibition of stimulated angiogenesis in 

in vivo bioassays. In addition to inhibiting new vessel growth, angiostatic factors may 

also induce vascular regression of existing vessels (Ingber et aI., 1986; Brooks et aI., 

1994). A putative endogenous activity capable of inhibiting endothelial cell growth has 

been detected in regressing corpora lutea (Rueda et aI., 1994). Furthermore, a cartilage 
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derived protease inhibitor (Moses et aI., 1990) and certain steroids (Crum et aI., 1985) 

are angiostatic. Many factors have been demonstrated to induce or promote 

angiogenesis in vivo. The list is very extensive and includes transforming growth 

factor-~ (Roberts et aI., 1986; Yang and Moses, 1990), tumor necrosis factor-a (Frater

Schroder et aI., 1987; Leibovich et aI., 1987), angiogenin (Fett et aI., 1985), angiotropin 

(Hockel et aI., 1987; 1988), vascular endothelial cell growth factor (Connolly et aI., 

1989), and fibroblast growth factor (Shing et aI., 1985; Montesano et aI., 1986) in 

addition to those described in Table 1.2. There is still debate as to whether some of 

these factors act directly upon the endothelial cell or induce other cells types such as 

immune cells to release direct acting factors. In addition to these soluble factors, there 

are many insoluble factors that can act independent of or in unison with soluble factors 

to regulate angiogenesis. 

Insoluble Factors 

Surrounding the endothelial cells which compnse capillaries and other 

microvascular elements is a basement membrane. The capillary basement membrane is 

typical of basement membranes found associated with other epithelioid cell types in that 

it consists predominantly of the network forming collagen types IV and V, 

proteoglycans, laminin and entactin (Madri et al 1980; Yurchenco and Schittny, 1990; 

Hay, 1991; Weber, 1992). Considerable research has focused on the role of extracellular 

matrix molecules in determining endothelial cell function (Table 1.3). Studies have 

demonstrated that not only the constituents of the matrix impart functional control on 
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Table 1.2. Soluble Regulators of Angiogenesis 

regulatory factor 

low molecular weight 

prostaglandins 

lipids 

steroids 

heparinlheparin analogs 

pharmaceuticals (eg. 
protamine, fungal 
derivatives, antibodies) 

phorbol ester 

copper 

high molecular weight 

FGF 

TGF-p 

TGF-a. 

VEGF 

angiotropin 

angiogenin 

metalloproteinase inhibitor 
(TIMP) 

gamma-interferon 

platelet factor 4 

TNF 

angiogenic effect" 

stimulate 

stimulate 

inhibit 

stimulate/inhibit 

inhibit 

stimulate 

stimulate 

stimulate 

stimulate/inhibit 

stimulate 

stimulate 

stimulate 

stimulate 

inhibit 

inhibit 

inhibit 

stimulllte/inhibit 

references 

Ben Ezra, 1978; Ziche et aI., 1982; Form and 
Auerbach, 1983 

Castellot et aI., 1980; Ziche et aI., 1982; 
Goldsmith et aI., 1984 

Crum et aI., 1985; Stokes et aI., 1990a; 
Thorpe et aI., 1993 

Folkman et aI., 1989 

Taylor and Folkman, 1982; McAuslan et aI., 
1988; Ingber et aI., 1990; Presenti et aI., 
1992; Zugmaier et al., 1992; Brooks et aI., 
1993 

Montessano and Orci, 1985 

Ziche et aI., 1982 

Moscatelli et III., 1986; Montesano et III., 
1986 

Bllird lind Durkin, 1984; Roberts et aI., 1986; 
Heimark et aI., 1986 

Schreiber et aI., 1986 

Connolly et aI., 1989 

Hockel et III., 1987 

Fett et aI., 1985 

Moses and Langer, 1991; Murphy et III., 1993 

Friesel et III., 1987 

Hiti-Harper et III., 1978; Maione et III., 1990 

Frater-Schroder et III., 1987; SlIto et III., 1987 

"effects on neovllscularization in either lin in vivo biollsslIY or in vitro IIsslIy. 
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Table 1.3. Insoluble Regulators of Angiogenesis 

regulatory factor angiogenic effect" references 

coHagen 11111 stimulate Madri and Williams, 1983; Madri 
and Pratt, 1986; Montessano et aI., 
1983 

coHagen IVN inhibit Madri and Williams, 1983; Madri 
and Pratt, 1986 

laminin stimulate Form et aI., 1986; Grant et aI., 1989 

fibronectin stimulate McAuslan et a1., 1980; Bowersox 
and Sorgente, 1982 

thrombospondin-l inhibit Taraboletti et aI., 1990; Tolsma et 
aI., 1993 

hyaluronic acid inhibit Fineberg and Beebe, 1983 

fibrin stimulate Nicosia and Madri, 1987 

Matrigel® stimulate Kubota et aI., 1988 

3-dimensional matrix stimulate Montessano et a1., 1983 

bound growth factors stimulate/inhibitb Flaumenhaft and Rifkin, 1992 

"effects on neovascularization in an in vivo bioassay or an in vitro angiogenesis assay. 
beffects are related to bio-availability 
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endothelial cells, but the orientation and structure of the matrix defines endothelial cell 

functionality as well. Endothelial cells cultured on differing matrix constituents exhibit 

differences in proliferation rate, migratory activity, and phenotype (Montessano et aI., 

1983; Form et al., 1986; Madri and Williams, 1983). Microvascular endothelial cells 

on collagen I express the actin isoform a.-actin (Kocher and Madri, 1989) and exhibit 

a strong inhibition of proliferation in response to TGF-p (Madri et aI., 1988). Most 

interesting were the responses of microvessel endothelial cells to a surrounding, three 

dimensional collagen I matrix. In these 3-D gels, cultured microvessel endothelial cells 

organized into anastomosing, tube-like structures in the presence of TGF-p and were 

insensitive to the inhibition of proliferation mediated by TGF-p in two dimensional 

cultures (Madri et al., 1988). During the initial stages of new vessel growth, the 

surrounding basement membrane of the capillary is disrupted to permit extension of the 

new vessel sprout into the interstitium. Cultured microvessel endothelial cells express 

the matrix protease plasminogen activator (Van Hinsbergh et aI., 1987), collagenases 

(Moscatelli et aI., 1980; Gross et aI., 1982), and stromelysin (Herron et aI., 1986). In 

response to bFGF, expression of matrix proteases is increased by cultured endothelial 

cells (Moscatelli et aI., 1986). Furthermore, matrix proteases are expressed by migrating 

endothelial cells (Pepper et aI., 1987). These observations support the hypothesis that 

the local disruption of the surrounding basement membrane during angiogenesis is due 

to secretion and activation of matrix proteases by the microvascular endothelial cells. 

As the emerging endothelial cell sprout extends from the parent vessel, there is a change 

in the matrix environment in which the endothelial cell must interact. In addition to the 
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presence of matrix degradation products due to protease activity, migration of the 

endothelial cell into the interstitium moves the endothelial cell into an environment that 

consists predominately of fibrous collagen I (Hay, 1991). One might hypothesize that 

collagen I would support a more rigorous migratory behavior by endothelial cells. This 

is supported by the observations that cultured endothelial cells exhibit high migratory 

activity and invasive ability on collagen I (Madri and Pratt, 1986). It is still unclear as 

to what specific substrate the migrating microvessel endothelial cell interacts with during 

angiogenesis. Products of collagen I digestion by interstitial collagenases and 

gelatinases vary from severed collagen fibrils to complete dissolution into the amino acid 

constituents (Davies et aI., 1992). Presumably, anyone of the digestion products might 

also interact with the microvessel endothelial cell thereby affecting angiogenesis. 

Experimental Models of Angiogenesis 

Many in vivo bioassays have been developed to study angiogenesis (Table 1.4). 

Each of these bioassays permit experimental manipulation of tissues resulting in the 

induction of angiogenesis. The transparent tissue chamber was the first such bioassay 

(Ide et al., 1939). Originally, the assay was performed in the ear of a rabbit, however, 

any thin tissue would suffice. In this assay, a zone of tissue is removed and the 

wounded area is sandwiched between coverslips permitting the visualization of new 

vessel growth accompanying tissue repair. Implantation of tumors into the thin tissue 

of the hamster cheek pouch (Greenblat and Shubik, 1968) is a variation of this model. 

In the early seventies, two models were developed to permit greater flexibility in 
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experimental design. The corneal pocket assay provided two advantages: 1) the clear 

nature of the cornea permitted easy visualization of growing vessels and 2) 

vascularization of a normally avascular tissue permitted easy identification and 

quantitation of new vessels (Gimbrone et al., 1974). Unfortunately, the assay is cost and 

labor prohibitive and is tedious to perform. The chorioallantoic membrane (CAM) assay 

was developed in response to the difficulties in performing the corneal pocket assay 

while still capitalizing on some of its advantages (Ausprunk et al., 1974). The assay 

involves the exposure of the CAM by removing a portion of the shell from a chicken 

egg before the development of an extensive vasculature within the embryo. Application 

of angiogenesis stimulators or inhibitors to a zone on the CAM can accelerate or block 

new vessel growth within the experimental zone, respectively. Recently, implantable 

sponges have been utilized to induce an angiogenic response by implanting a collagen 

or polymer sponge containing an angiogenic factor into a tissue (Thomas and Gimenez

Gallego, 1986; Thompson et al., 1988). The resulting ingrowth of vessels into the 

sponge can then be analyzed by biochemical and histological methods. A serious 

complication to all of these bioassays is the affects of inflammation on the results. As 

previously described, mediators of inflammation possess potent angiogenesis factors that 

can mask the effects of the experimental agent. This is particularly important if the 

researcher is attempting to discern what, if any, direct effects on angiogenesis a given 

agent may have. To eliminate this problem as well as provide for rapid evaluation of 

angiogenic modulators, many in vitro assays of angiogenesis have been developed 

(Table 1.4). These assays involve focussing on one cellular aspect of angiogenesIs in 



Table 1.4. Experimental Models of Angiogenesis 

transparent tissue chamber 

corneal pocket assay 

chorioallantoic membrane 

hamster cheek pouch 

implantable sponges 

endothelial cell proliferation 

endothelial cell migration 

proteinase production 

tube formation 

aortic ring angiogenesis 

amnion matrix 

references 

Ide et aI., 1939 

Gimbrone et a1., 1974b 

Ausprunk et a1., 1974 

Greenblat and Shubik, 1968 

Thomas and Gimenez-Gallego, 1986; 
Thompson et a1., 1988 

Gimbrone et a1., 1974a 

Zetter, 1980; Stokes et a1., 1990b 

Gross et aI., 1982; Kalebic et a1., 1983 

Montessano et aI., 1983 

Nicosia and Madri, 1987 

Madri and Williams, 1983 

30 
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a culture environment. The advent and development of endothelial cell culture has 

permitted such an examination (Folkman et aI., 1981; Gerritsen et aI., 1988). Both 

proliferation (Gimbrone et aI" 1974a) and migration (Zetter, 1980) of endothelial cells 

in response to factors has been invaluable in identifying mediators of angiogenesis. 

Mechanisms of matrix remodelling and interactions have involved the examination of 

protease production (Gross et aI., 1982; Kalebi.c et aI., 1983) and amnion matrix effects 

(Madri and Williams, 1983) by endothelial cells. In addition, maturation of vessels has 

been modelled by the formation of tubes by endothelial cells in culture (Montessano et 

aI" 1983). A novel model of angiogenesis involves the induction of tube growth from 

rings of rat aortae in fibrin gels (Nicosia and Madri, 1987; Nicosia and Ontinetti, 1990). 

In this assay, "microvascular tubes" form and grow from the endothelial cell lining of 

the aorta following eversion of the large vessel exteriorizing the vessel interior. 

Whether or not the angiogenic events being modelled in this assay represent the normal 

situation is not known. However, the aortic ring assay does incorporate an aspect of 

angiogenesis that most in vitro models do not address and that is three dimensionality. 

In vivo, vessels grow and form three dimensional structures through a three dimensional 

space, namely the interstitium. Any model used to examine angiogenesis in entirety, 

must include the influences of a three dimensional geometry (Williams, 1993). As of 

yet, there is not a complete model of angiogenesis that permits the control provided for 

by an in vitro assay and the simultaneous inclusion of all elements of angiogenesis 

present in vivo. 
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Integrins 

In the mid 1980's, it was realized that a number of cell surface glycoproteins 

identified as mediators of cell-substrate and cell-cell interactions were related (Pytel a et 

al., 1986). These included the GPIIblIIIa receptor on platelets (Plow et al., 1986), the 

VLA antigens of white blood cells (Hemler, 1990), and the fibronectin and vitronectin 

receptors of fibroblasts (Buck and Horwitz, 1987). The newly classified family of 

adhesion proteins was named the integrin family (Hynes, 1987) to reflect the apparent 

integration of the extracellular milieu with the cell interior. The integrins are a family 

of heterodimeric glycoproteins expressed on the cell surface of nearly every cell in the 

body (Ruoslahti and Pierschbacher, 1987; Albelda and Buck, 1990; Hynes, 1992). The 

functional receptor consists of two variable subunits, a. and p. A recent review states 

that there are 14 different a. subunits and 8 different p subunits with more expected to 

be identified (Ruoslahti et aI., 1994). The subunits associate with each other to form 

a collection of unique receptors that recognize different ligands and perform different 

functions (Figure 1.2) (Ruoslahti et aI., 1994). The types of ligands that integrin 

receptors bind vary greatly. Ligands recognized by integrin receptors include molecules 

of the extracellular matrix (Ruoslahti et aI., 1994), components of the blood clotting 

cascade (Ginsberg et al., 1993), members of the immunoglobulin super family (Albelda 

and Buck, 1990), and possibly other integrin molecules (Carter et aI., 1990). Interaction 

of integrins with ligands is dependent upon the presence of either magnesium or calcium 

(Gailit and Ruoslahti, 1988; Staatz et aI., 1989; Grzesiak et aI., 1992). Discrete amino 

acid sequences within the ligand binding pocket associate with these cations in order to 
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Figure 1.2. Integrin subunits and pairing scheme. Included in this scheme are the 

ligands known to bind the specific integrin pairs. Note that collagen I is a known ligand 

for three different integrin heterodimers; alf31, a2f31, and a3f31. 
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bind ligand (Ginsberg et aI., 1993). The P2 class of integrins initially labelled as the 

VLA antigens on lymphocytes and leukocytes appear to mediate cell-cell adhesion 

during inflammation (Hemler, 1990). This integrin class binds predominately the 

immunoglobulin related molecules ICAM 1,2 and VCAM 1 (Springer, 1990). The p3 

class of integrins have demonstrated the widest variation in ligand binding and function. 

The well studied GPIIblIIIa (allbP3) receptor found on platelets is the best example. 

Upon activation of platelets, which can also occur via other platelet integrins, GPIIblIIIa 

shifts from a low affinity receptor to one that binds a number of ligands with high 

affinity (Ginsberg et aI., 1986). The GPIIblIIIa dimer recognizes fibrinogen, fibronectin, 

vitronectin, von Willebrand factor, collagen, and thrombospondin all of which contribute 

to the formation of a platelet-mediated clot (Ginsberg et aI., 1993). The promiscuity in 

ligand recognition demonstrated by GPIIblIIIa is also reflected in the PI class of 

integrins which primarily mediates adhesion between cells and the extracellular matrix. 

Many of the PI integrins can bind with relatively high affinity to more than one ligand. 

For example, the a2pl integrin in endothelial cells recognizes many types of collagens 

including types I and IV but also mediates interactions between the endothelial cell and 

the basement membrane protein, laminin (Wayner et aI., 1988; Languino et aI., 1989). 

Interestingly, a2pl does not bind laminin when expressed by other cell types such as 

platelets (Kirchofer et aI., 1990). Endothelial cells normally express the aI, a2, a3, as, 

a6, av, PI, and p3 integrin subunits in tissues and in culture (Albelda and Buck, 1990). 

Of these three receptors, the major collagen I binding integrin is the a2pl dimer 

(Albelda et aI., 1989). The a2pI integrin mediates many of collagen induced cell 
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functions including migration (Leavesley et aI., 1993) and tube formation in 3-

dimensional gels of collagen (Gamble et aI., 1993). 

Integrins are believed to interact with their corresponding matrix ligands through 

short amino acid sequences that perform as cell binding domains (Ruoslahti and 

Pierschbacher, 1987). A common, essential cell binding sequence of many of the matrix 

ligands is the sequence RGD (arginine-glycine-aspartate). This sequence has been 

identified in molecules such as fibronectin (Pierschbacher et aI., 1983), vitronectin 

(Suzuki et aI., 1985), collagen (Dedhar et aI., 1987), fibrinogen (Plow et aI., 1985), von 

Willebrand factor (Gartner and Bennett, 1985), and laminin (Horwitz et aI., 1985). 

However, the RGD sequence is not the only amino acid sequence present in matrix 

ligands. The sequence DGEA is the primary binding site utilized by the a.2Pl integrin 

when binding to collagen I (Staatz et aI., 1991). The presence of the RGD as a common 

integrin recognition feature of matrix ligands unifies thinking concerning integrin-matrix 

interactions. However, the fact that so many matrix ligands share this short sequence 

in spite of specificity between integrins and ligands confounds the issue. Discussions 

concerning the family of snake venoms that contain peptides that mimic extracellular 

matrix molecules have suggested that the structure in which the RGD integrin binding 

sequence is presented is a determinant in the affinity of the ligand for the integrin 

(Gould et aI., 1990). This may explain how a sequence common to so many ligands can 

also participate in establishing specificity of binding. Production of soluble forms of the 

RGD family of peptides has provided researchers with a powerful tool in understanding 

the role of integrins in cell function (Ruoslahti and Pierschbacher, 1987; Yamada et aI., 
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1990). A different but related area of integrin-Iigand interactions has involved the 

switching of an integrin receptor from a low affinity state to one of high affinity, termed 

activation. The phenomenon of integrin activation has been restricted to primarily blood 

cells such as platelets and white blood cells (Hemler, 1990; Ginsberg et a1., 1993). 

Recent research on the platelet integrin, IIblIIIa has revealed that upon activation, a 

conformational change occurs in the integrin resulting in the ability of the integrin to 

bind a number of ligand molecules including fibrinogen (Ginsberg et aI., 1986). 

Interactions between the integrin and cytoplasmic elements have been hypothesized to 

mediate the conformational change related to activation (Ginsberg et a1., 1993). Similar 

types of shifts in integrin affinity states have been observed in mesenchyme cells 

following addition of an integrin specific antibody (Chan and Hemler, 1994). 

Outside-in signal transduction 

The extracellular matrix influences vascular cell function through the integrins 

(Davis et aI., 1990; Chan et aI., 1991; Carey, 1991). The primary means for transducing 

signals via the integrins is believed to occur through the complexing of the integrin 

receptor to a myriad of cytoplasmic proteins and the actin cytoskeleton (Sarita and 

Horwitz, 1993). On the cytoplasmic side of sites of integrin ligand binding is a large 

complex of proteins and the terminal ends of actin microfilament bundles (Burridge et 

a1., 1988). Formation of these adhesion sites is a site for signalling and provides some 

specificity in matrix mediated regulation. Fath et al. (1989) have demonstrated that only 

the fibronectin receptor is localized to focal contacts when fibroblasts were plated on 
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fibronectin. If these same cells were plated on vitronectin, then the vitronectin receptor 

localized to focal contacts. In addition to matrix specificity, the integrin condensation 

into focal contacts can be cell specific. In fibroblasts, the a.l/31 integrin localizes into 

typical focal contacts while this same integrin contributes to the formation of less 

complex, point contacts in astrocytes (Tawil et al., 1993). Both focal contacts and point 

contacts mediated cell spreading. The integrin dimer has been shown to interact with 

the actin cytoskeleton predominately through the cytoplasmic domain of the /31 subunit 

(Horwitz et aI., 1986; Otey et al., 1990; Marcantonio et aI., 1990). Actin binding 

proteins such as a.-actin in and talin are believed to participate in the connection between 

the integrin and the actin microfilament because these proteins bind actin and 

oligopeptides derived from regions within the /31 cytoplasmic tail (Horwitz et aI., 1986; 

Otey et al., 1990). Other structural proteins have been associated with this complex 

including tenasin, vinculin (Burridge et ai, 1988), and paxillin (Turner et ai, 1993). 

Included in the focal contact complex are kinases including protein kinase C (Woods 

and Couchman, 1992) and tyrosine kinases (Kornberg et aI., 1992). Upon ligation and 

clustering of the integrin receptors, these proteins coalesce and kinase activity within this 

complex appears. Because of the presence of these kinases, the focal adhesion plaque 

is believed to be the site of numerous signalling events during cell interaction with the 

substrate. In support of this hypothesis, classic receptor signalling mechanisms have 

been associated with integrin activity including phosphorylation of associated kinases 

(Kornberg et aI., 1991), involvement of Ca+2 mediated pathways (Schwartz, 1993; 

Sikorski et aI., 1991; Leavesley et aI., 1993) and the reorganization of cytoskeletal 
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elements (Regen and Horwitz, 1992; Woods and Couchman, 1992; Tawil et al., 1993). 

Tyrosine phosphorylation of a family of 125-130 Kd kinases (focal adhesion kinase) 

following ligand binding and integrin clustering has been observed in many cell types 

(Kornberg et al., 1991; Guan et al., 1991; Shattil and Brugge, 1991; Huang et al., 1993). 

As might be expected, the integrins participate in many cellular activities (Table 

1.5). In migrating human umbilical vein endothelial cells, a blocking antibody against 

the 0.2 subunit inhibited nearly all migration on collagen I (Leavesley et al., 1993). In 

a recent study, Wang et ai, (1993) demonstrated that the integrin receptors can resist 

mechanical forces applied to the molecules such as might be observed during adhesion 

of cells to a substrate under shearing conditions or during cell migration. In addition, 

cell spreading is another integrin mediated process (Kornberg et aI., 1991; Guan et aI., 

1991). Binding of an integrin to its ligand can also influence gene expression and cell 

differentiation. Binding of activating antibodies specific to the /31, but not the /32, 

integrin subunit caused an increase in ILl/3 and MAD-6 gene expression in T 

lymphocytes (Yurochko et aI., 1992). While, ligation and clustering of the fibronectin 

receptor in synovial fibroblasts resulted in an increase in collagenase and stromelysin 

mRNA synthesis induction (Werb et al., 1989). The inclusion of an 0.2/31 blocking 

antibody in a collagen I gel matrix enhanced in vitro tube formation by endothelial cells 

in the presence of phorbol ester (Gamble et aI., 1993). Integrins are also believed to 

provide positional information to cells (Leptin et aI., 1987; Ruoslahti, 1992) and support 

vascular morphogenesis (Drake et aI., 1992). In addition, integrins are involved in 

myogenesis (Menko and Boettinger, 1987) and the terminal differentiation of 
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Table 1.5. Examples of Biological Activities Mediated by Integrins 

integrin biological activity" references 

activation of alIbtp3 platelet adhesion Kieffer and Phillips, 1990; 
Phillips et al., 1991 

activation of (31 class lymphocyte adhesion Shimizu et al., 1990; Chan 
et al., 1991 

activation of (32 class leukocyte adhesion Wright and Silverstein, 
1982; Larson and Springer, 
1990 

phosphorylation of a6 macrophage adhesion Shaw et al., 1990 

(32 binding to ligand leukocyte respiratory burst Nathan et aI., 1989; Berton 
et aI., 1992 

a5(31 binding to cytoplasmic alkalinization Schwartz et aI., 1989; 
fibronectin Ingber et aI., 1990 

(31 binding to ligand gene expression Werb et aI., 1986 

(31 binding to ligand stimulation of T -cells Matsuyama et al., 1989; 
Davis et aI., 1990 

expression of (31 class increased adhesion Klein et aI., 1990 

(31 ligand binding and kinase phosphorylation Kornberg et aI., 1991; Guan 
clustering et aI., 1991 

phosphorylation of (31 reduced cell adhesion Tapley et aI., 1989; Horvath 
et aI., 1990 

av(33 expression angiogenesis Brooks et aI., 1994 

av(33 expression tumor cell invasion Seftor et aI., 1992 

(31 and (33 class cell migration Strauss et aI., 1989; 
Leavelsy et aI., 1993 

(31 class vascular development Drake et aI., 1992 

(31 class differentiation Gamble et aI., 1993 
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keratinocytes (Adams and Watt, 1989). Finally, activation of the Na/H anti porter 

resulting in cytoplasmic alkalinization has been observed to occur following integrin 

ligation in fibroblasts and endothelial cells (Schwartz et al., 1991 a; Schwartz et al., 

1991 b; Ingber et al., 1990b). In the area of tumorigenesis and metastasis, it is believed 

that the integrins participate in the development of the malignant phenotype (Giancotti 

and Ruoslahti, 1990; Schreiner et al., 1991; Schwartz, 1993; Albelda, 1993). Associated 

with the gain of a malignant character by cells is the loss or acquisition of specific 

integrin receptors. Transfection of the cxvj33 gene into cells normally deficient in this 

integrin resulted in the these cells gaining the ability to invade matrix (Seftor et aI., 

1992). CHO cell variants lacking the fibronectin receptor demonstrated an increased 

tumorigenicity when injected into mice and an increased growth rate (Schreiner et aI., 

1991). 

Inside-out signal transduction 

Recent studies have shown that integrin activity can be modulated in response 

to external factors (inside-out signalling). One of the best examples of inside-out 

signalling is the activation of platelets with collagen via the cx2j31 receptor (Phillips et 

aI., 1991). Except for the role for integrin conformational changes, the specific 

intracellular mechanisms leading to integrin activation have not been determined. One 

possible site of integrin regulation may involve protein kinases. Treatment of T cells 

with phorbol esters, specific activators of protein kinase C, resulted in the activation of 

a number of integrins without a concomitant increase in integrin surface expression 
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(Shimizu et aI., 1990; Chan et aI., 1991). Phosphorylation of a6 during phorbol ester 

activation of macrophages is correlated with an increase in a6-mediated binding to 

laminin (Shaw et aI., 1990). Furthermore, phosphorylation of 131 by pp60"'c in 

transformed cells is associated with a reduced cell binding of both talin and fibronectin 

(Tapley et al" J 989.). In addition, phosphorylation of 131 in a pp60"'c mutant cell is 

absent and is associated with the loss of cell rounding associated with proliferation 

(Horvath et aI., 1990). A common scheme for altering integrin activity is the regulation 

of surface levels of specific integrin pairs. Fibroblasts selectively upregulated the a2f31 

integrin after seeding into collagen I gels (Klein et aI., 1991). Endothelial cells treated 

with either bFGF or TGF-f3 exhibited an increase in a2, 131 and 133 subunit expression 

on the cell surface (Basson et aI., 1992; Enenstein et aI., 1992; Klein et aI., 1993). In 

fibroblasts, exposure to TGF-f3 resulted in a concomitant increase in the levels of a and 

131 subunits (Heino et aI., 1989). In endothelial cells, a1 is expressed on human dermal 

microvessel endothelial cells but not on human umbilical vein endothelial cells (Defillipi 

et aI., 1989). However in response to cytokines, expression of a1 on the surface of 

human umbilical vein endothelial cells is upregulated. In addition to increases in 

integrin surface expression, there are instances in which cells have lost integrin activity 

during differentiation processes. Some examples include the loss of a6f31 from neurons 

during retinal development (Neugebauer and Reichert, 1991), decreased expression of 

a5f31 during keratinocyte maturation (Adams and Watt, 1990), and development of 

teratocarcinoma (Dahl and Grabel, 1989). As mentioned before, the ability of integrins 

to exist in different conformationally active forms has also been demonstrated. Changes 
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in affinity of (l5~1 to either soluble or insoluble fibronectin in fibroblasts resulted after 

binding of an antibody to (l5 ~ 1 (Faull et al., 1993). In addition, a ~ 1 specific antibody 

also induced modulation of (l2~1 activity when applied to tumor cells (Chan and 

Hemler, 1994). Integrins may also be regulated via alternate splicing of the ~ subunits 

(Altruda et al. 1990; Languino and Ruoslahti, 1992; Hogervorst et al., 1991). However, 

the role of these splice variants in cell function have not yet been identified. 

Cell Adhesion and Migration 

Cellular Aspects 

Recently, insightful experiments have provided information leading to the 

rethinking of current theoretical models of cell migration (Heath and Holifield, 1991; 

Sheetz, 1994). These revised models take into account reports describing a lack of flow 

of membrane lipid in migrating cells providing evidence in direct contradiction to the 

older migration models (Kucik et aI., 1989; Lee et aI., 1990; Holifield et aI., 1990). 

Currently, it is believed that extension of the leading cell margin (lamellae) observed in 

migrating cells involves the polymerization and subsequent function of the local cortical 

actin (Zigmond, 1993). Studies involving the use of cytochalasin B (Forscher and 

Smith, 1988; Schleicher and Noegel, 1992), an agent causing the depolymerization of 

filamentous actin, and microinjected fluorescent actin monomers (Wang, 1985; Theriot 

and Mitchinson, 1992) have provided the most convincing experimental evidence. The 

role of the lamellar membrane during extension appears to be a passive one resulting in 

membrane being pulled forward from the cell body during actin-mediated cell extension 
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(Sheetz, 1994). During migration, cells must modulate the adhesive interactions in order 

to give rise to a directional movement (DiMilla et. al., 1991). Evidence in support of 

this hypothesis indicates that there is a graded attachment strength of surface proteins 

across the cell. Schmidt et. al., (1993) has shown that ~1 integrins at the trailing edge 

are readily displaced as compared to those at the leading edge. Cortical actin 

contraction is believed to be the mechanism behind force generation within the motile 

cell, however the driving force for actin contraction is not known (Heath and Holifield, 

1991; Sheetz, 1994). A role for myosin-derived molecular motors has been proposed 

(Mitchinson and Kirschner, 1988; Pasternak et al., 1989; Pollard et al., 1991; 

Verkhovsky and Dorisey, 1993), although it is apparent that in some cellular systems, 

locomotion can occur independent of myosin (Wessels et al., 1988). Actin 

polymerization (Cooper, 1991), gel/sol dynamics (Condeelis, 1992), or actin-mediated 

osmotic swelling (Oster and Perelson, 1987) have been implicated in the generation of 

force within some cell types. Regardless of the mechanism of contraction, it is generally 

accepted that the transduction of force resulting in cell migration involves interaction of 

the actin cytoskeleton with surface receptors (eg. integrins). Studies in which surface 

proteins translocate across the cell surface at rates different than predicted by diffusion 

(Sheetz et al., 1989) or distribute with actin filaments (Fisher et al., 1988) support this 

hypothesis. Furthermore, integrins can exist under tension indicating a cytoplasmic 

tethering of the integrin proteins (Schmidt et. al., 1993; Wang et al., 1993). 
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Physical-Chemical Aspects 

Hammer and Lauffenburger (1987) have proposed that cell adhesion is a function 

of receptor and ligand biochemical properties. In this model, adhesion to a surface from 

solution begins as a contact zone which forms independent of receptor activity followed 

later by a more stable receptor-ligand mediated adhesive state. Resistance to detachment 

is dependent on a sufficient number of bonds to withstand a detaching force (ie fluid 

shear). Dembo et al. (1988) proposed a model of adhesion similar to that introduced by 

Evans (1985) describing the role of membrane mechanics and receptor-ligand kinetics 

during the peeling of a cell from the surface in response to a detaching force. 

Experimental evidence in support of the hypothesis in which the membrane 

characteristics involved in a contact zone can determine whether detachment is the result 

of bond breakage or extraction of the bound receptor from the membrane was provided 

(Dembo et aI., 1988). A prediction from their model states that non-clustered, low

affinity bonds are more sensitive to reversible bond breakage. In a related theme the 

breakage of cell-substrate bonds (detachment) due to disruption of interactions between 

the bound receptors and other components of the cellular adhesion system has been 

discussed (Lauffenburger, 1991). The implication is that transmission of stress to the 

adhesive bonds may lead to disturbances in adhesion-mediating components (ie. 

cytoplasmic interactions) before bond breakage. This could lead to a situation in which 

the cell is less resistive to a detaching force by de-stabilizing adhesion contacts. 

Compilation of these related models predicts that the strength of cell adhesion involves 

the balance of forces acting upon the membrane structure, receptor-ligand interactions, 
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and intracellular organization (eg. cytoskeleton) at the adhesion site. In an attempt to 

describe the relationship between adhesion and migration, DiMilla et. al. (1991) 

developed a detailed model that incorporated some of the above concepts. The model 

was based on the hypothesis that cell migration depends on the extent of cell-adhesion 

(Stein and Bronner, 1989). The predicted relationship between adhesion strength and 

cell migration speed is shown in Figure 1.3. The model predicts that there is an optimal 

adhesion strength that would provide for a maximal cell migration speed. The model 

assumes that cell adhesion is regulated by matrix receptor numbers and/or receptor

ligand affinity (Cozens-Roberts et aI., 1990). Recently, experimental evidence in support 

of this model has been provided by examining smooth muscle cell (DiMilla et aI., 1993) 

and endothelial cell adhesion and migration (Wu et aI., 1994). In these cases, adhesion 

strength was affected by altering the number of matrix molecules provided for 

attachment or inclusion of inhibiting doses of a synthetic RGD peptide while to altering 

matrix levels. As of yet, this model has not been tested in situations in which cell 

adhesion might be affected by autocrine activity (eg. peptide factors) on cells adhered 

to a single concentration of matrix ligands. 

Experimental Models of Migration 

Numerous experimental models of migration have been utilized to examine 

migratory behavior as well as the mechanics of migration. These models include 

evaluation of cell migration as single entities or as a population. Single cell migration 

has been examined by the phagocytic track assay for single cell migration originally 
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Figure 1.3. Relationship between cell adhesiveness and migration speed. The model 

states that there is an intermediate adhesion strength that supports maximal migration. 

The model assumes that cell adhesion is regulated by matrix receptor numbers and/or 

receptor-ligand affinity. 
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described by Albrecht-Bruehler (1976) and modified by Zetter (1980) and determination 

of persistence time and cell speed from time-lapse video recorded single cell migration 

histories (DiMilla et aI., 1992; Stokes et aI., 1991). The evaluation of cell speed and 

persistence has been valuable because these parameters permit the separate examination 

of the two main features of migration, namely rate of movement and directionality. A 

popular method for quantitating single cell migration continues to be the Boyden 

chamber assay (Boyden, 1962) modified to meet the specific needs of the researcher. 

In this model of migration, cells of interest are placed upon one side of a porous, non

restrictive filter separating a chamber into halves. In the chamber opposite to the cell 

side, a suspected chemotactic factor is placed. After a given period of time (usually 3-4 

days), the number of cells that have migrated through the filter and appeared on the 

opposite side are counted. From these measurements, the relative migratory activity of 

the cells is determined. The results from the assay are relative since values obtained are 

time and condition dependent, making it difficult to compare results of studies 

performed with different experimental parameters. Furthermore, the interaction of cells 

with the filter polymer can contribute to the degree of migration of cells through the 

filter. Attachment and migration of cells can be highly dependent on the substrate. 

Differing degrees of endothelial cell attachment to polymers of different characteristics 

have been described (Pratt et aI., 1988; 1989). Models of cell migration as a population 

include the quantitation of cell front advancement from a source of cells with a defined 

cell front. Cell fronts have been established by the removal of cells from a confluent 

monolayer by scraping (Gotlieb et aI., 1984) or the use of a removable fence (Madri et 
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aI., 1988a). These models involve counting the number of cells that have migrated to 

a certain distance or measuring the distance to the leading migration edge. In both 

cases, the presence of a rapidly migrating sub-population of cells will determine the 

outcome resulting in the over-estimation of the migratory behavior of the whole 

population. An alternative model of migration that addresses some of these criticisms 

is the linear under agarose migration assay (UAM). This methodology was originally 

developed for study of leukocyte migration (AIt, 1980) but has been applied to the study 

of endothelial cells (Rupnick et al., 1988; Stokes et al., 1990b; Wu et. aI., 1994). In this 

experimental paradigm, cells migrate on a substrate used to culture the cells, namely 

tissue culture polystyrene coated with matrix molecules. Migration occurs from a 

defined well under a slab of agarose and is determined from the one dimensional 

expansion of the cell front. The linear nature of the migration further permits use of 

mathematical models to provide stochastic values of migration that describe cell speed 

and persistence (AIt, 1980; Lauffenburger, 1983). Furthermore, the derived value of 

migration describes the migratory behavior of the whole cell population. 

Fibroblast Growth Factors 

Evidence that there was a tissue-derived factor that promoted fibroblast 

proliferation was present as early as 1939 (Trowell et aI., 1939). Not until 1975, was 

the factor mediating fibroblast growth partially purified from bovine pituitary and named 

fibroblast growth factor, FGF (Gospodarowicz, 1975). Later, a second but distinct factor 

that produced similar activity was isolated from pituitary and was termed acidic 
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fibroblast growth factor (aFGF) due to its acidic nature and to distinguish it from the 

other, more basic FGF (bFGF)(Thomas et al., 1980). There is little difference in 

activities between aFGF and bFGF, however aFGF appears to have a greater requirement 

for heparin (Thornton et aI., 1983; Gimenz-Gallego et aI., 1986). FGF activity has been 

identified in many tissues and cell cultures including endothelial cells (Schweigerer et 

al., 1987a; Baird and Bohlen, 1991). In addition, many of the putative angiogenic 

factors previously isolated from highly vascularized tissues, tumors, or wound sites were 

subsequently determined to be members of the FGF gene family (Baird and Bohlen, 

1991). By 1991, seven members of the FGF gene family had been identified (Johnson 

and Williams, 1993). The members are acidic FGF (FGF1); basic FGF (FGF2); the 

protooncogenes hstlKS3 (Taira et al., 1987; Delli Bovi et aI., 1987), int-2 (Moore et aI., 

1986), and FGF5 (Zhan et aI., 1988); FGF6 (Maries et aI., 1989); and keratinocyte 

growth factor (KGF; Finch et aI., 1989). A feature common to the FGFs is the high 

affinity for heparin. This characteristic was utilized to purify the FGF's to homogeneity 

thereby allowing for a more detailed characterization (Thomas et aI., 1984; Esch et aI., 

1985; Baird et aI., 1986). Basic and acidic FGF share a 55% homology in amino acid 

sequence and possess an amino acid length of 146 and 140 amino acids, respectively. 

(Gospodarowicz et aI., 1987). Purification of FGF from various tissues has identified 

heterogenous forms of basic and acidic FGF. These microheterogenous forms include 

deletions (Gospodarowicz et aI., 1985b; Veno et aI., 1986a; Bertolini and Hearn, 1987) 

and additions (Veno et aI., 1986b; Sommer et al., 1987; Klagsbrun et al., 1987) to the 

original sequences, some of which appear to maintain normal activity (Gospodarowicz 
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et aI., 1985b). There are believed three roles of heparin or heparin-like molecules in 

aFGF and bFGF biology. One appears to involve the stabilization of FGF. Upon 

binding heparin, acidic and basic FGF become resistant to heat and acid denaturation 

(Gospodarowicz and Cheng, 1986) and protease degradation (Sakseia et aI., 1988; 

Sommer and Rifkin, 1989). In vivo, the binding of heparin or related molecules to FGF 

may protect the growth factor from the many matrix degrading enzymes that occur 

during tissue remodelling. The second role of heparin related molecules in FGF biology 

has been to facilitate binding of the acidic and basic FGF molecules to receptors. Cell 

surface heparan sulfate was required for binding of bFGF to high affinity receptors 

(Yayon et aI., 1991) and bFGF-mediated cell growth and differentiation (Rapraeger et 

aI., 1991). Finally, heparin or heparin-like molecules can sequester FGF in the insoluble 

matrix to be released by heparinases during any tissue repair or remodelling (Saksela et 

aI., 1988; Baird and Walicke, 1989; Saksela and Rifkin, 1990). In fact, it is unclear 

whether bFGF and aFGF exist "free" in tissues. Due to the fact that bFGF and aFGF 

exhibit high affinities for heparin and related molecules (Thornton et aI., 1983; Gimenz

Gallego et aI., 1986) and are found associated with the matrix (Baird and Ling, 1987; 

Vlodavsky et aI., 1987; Folkman et aI., 1988), it has been postulated that the 

extracellular matrix acts as a reservoir for bFGF and aFGF which become available to 

cells upon dissolution of the matrix (Baird and Walicke, 1989; Flaumenhaft and Rifkin, 

1991). This hypothesis is supported by the observation that acidic and basic FGF lack 

a typical secretory signal peptide (Jaye et aI., 1986; Abraham et aI., 1986) but are still 

located outside the cell in the culture environment (Gospodarowicz et aI., 1984; 
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Schweigerer et aI., 1987b). 

FGF Receptor 

Basic and acidic FGF are bound by cells via two receptor types. The low 

affinity binding type is comprised of cellular heparan sulfate proteoglycans that are 

sensitive to heparinase activity (Moscatelli, 1987; 1988). The high affinity binding type 

consists of members of an FGF receptor mutltigene family (Johnson and Williams, 

1993). Competition studies such as those performed by Neufeld and Gospodarowicz 

(1985) indicated that members of the FGF family, with one exception, shared a common 

high affinity receptor. The exception appears to be KGF in which KGF stimulates 

epithelial cell but not endothelial cell growth (Rubin et al., 1989). The four members 

of the FGF receptor family have been identified as the highly conserved proteins FGFR 

1, FGFR 2, FGFR 3, and FGFR 4 (Johnson and Williams, 1993). The manner in which 

the large FGF family can have pleiotropic effects on cells by operating through common 

receptors involves two mechanisms: differential expression of the four FGFR types and 

splice variants within the receptor genes. In both cases, differences in affinity for the 

FGF ligands are achieved. In one example, the FGFR 4 receptor binds aFGF but not 

bFGF (Partenen et al., 1991). While splice variants within FGFR 2 resulted in differing 

affinities of the variant form of the receptor for KGF and bFGF (Dionne et al., 1990; 

Bottaro et al., 1990). These in vitro studies have been supported by detection of 

members of the FGFR family differentially expressed in tissues (Jonhson and Williams, 

1993). The intracellular events associated with binding of FGF molecules to high 
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affinity receptors include receptor dimerization (Ueno et aI., 1992) and 

autophosphorylation (Huang and Huang, 1986; Coughlin et aI., 1988). Other 

intracellular events associated with FGFR activity include increases in intracellular pH 

(Halperin and Lobb, 1987), increases in intracellular "free" Ca++ (Tsuda et aI., 1985), 

hydrolysis of phosphoinositides (Brown et aI., 1989, protein phosphorylation (Pelech et 

aI., 1986; Huang and Huang, 1986) and gene expression (Muller et aI., 1984). Aside 

from PLC-y (Mohammadi et aI., 1991), no other intracellular molecule has yet been 

shown to associate with the FGF receptors following stimulation. 

Biological Activities 

Extensive research by many investigators from a variety of research areas have 

shown that FGFs not only stimulate cellular growth and angiogenesis, but also 

participate in embryonic development of a number of species (Slack et aI., 1987; 

Kimmelman and Kirschner, 1987; Liu and Nicoll, 1988), regulate extracellular matrix 

remodeling (Moscatelli et aI., 1986; Presta et aI., 1986), playa central role in wound 

healing (Gospodarowicz, 1990; and Klagsbrun and D'Amore, 1991), and lead to cell 

transformation (Jaye et aI., 1988; Thomas, 1988). Due to the ability of the FGFs to 

bring about cellular differentiation, the molecules have more appropriately been termed 

morphogens (Sporn and Roberts, 1988). Specific to angiogenesis, basic and acidic FGF 

stimulate endothelial cell proliferation (Gospodarowicz et aI., 1976; Thornton et aI., 

1983; Shing et aI., 1985; Folkman and Klagsbrun, 1987), are chemokinetic and 

chemotactic for endothelial cells (Zetter, 1980; Presta et aI., 1986; Connolly et aI., 1987; 
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Stokes et aI., 1990b), induce metalloproteinase production by endothelial cells (Gross 

et al., 1983), induce amnion invasion by endothelial cells (Mignatti et al., 1989), induce 

tube formation in collagen and fibrin gels (Montesano et al., 1986), and stimulate 

synthesis and secretion offibronectin and collagens by endothelial cells (Gospodarowicz 

et al., 1980; Ausprunk, 1982; Madri et al., 1988; Iruela-Arispe et al., 1991). In addition, 

bFGF can induce activation of latent TGF-f3 by endothelial cells in culture (Flaumenhaft 

et al., 1992). Table 1.6 summarizes the biological observations of the effects of FGFs. 

Research Plan 

Significance 

The mechanisms regulating angiogenesis continue to be actively researched. 

Efforts have been directed towards understanding the mechanisms of induction and 

inhibition of angiogenesis with the intention of controlling vascularity in disease states. 

As a result, much has been learned concerning the factors that control angiogenesis as 

well as the molecular and cellular events that contribute to the angiogenic process. 

However, there is limited understanding of the complete nature of these contributions 

to angiogenesis, particularly the interplay of these singular elements during the formation 

of a blood vessel. Because many of these controlling elements are present 

simultaneously in the microenvironment around a growing vessel, the resulting 

angiogenic response is a net result of the activities of these regulatory elements. Thus, 

a situation might exist in which subtle shifts in the balance between stimulation and 

inhibition would result in changes in the vascular response during angiogenesis. These 
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Table 1.6. Biological Activities of Fibroblast Growth Factors 

angiogenesis 

embryonic development 

wound healing 

neuronotrophic 

mitogenesis 

chemotaxis 

morphology change 

proteinase production 

cytoskeleton arrangements 

differentiation 

matrix synthesis 

tumorigenesis 

references 

Gospodarowicz et aI., 1976; Thornton et aI., 1983; 
Shing et aI., 1985; Folkman and Klagsbrun, 1987 

Liu and Nicoll, 1988; Slack et aI., 1987 

Buntrock et aI., 1984; Davidson et aI., 1985 

Fredj-Reygrobellet et aI., 1987; Anderson et aI., 
1988 

Baird and Bohlen, 1991 

Stokes et aI., 1990b 

Gospodarowicz, 1989 

Chua et aI., 1987; Saksela et aI., 1987 

Dethlefsen et aI., 1986 

Montesano et aI., 1986 

Ausprunk, 1982; Madri et aI., 1988; lruela-Arispe 
et aI., 1991 

Jaye et aI., 1988; Thomas, 1988 
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changes would manifest as the extent of arborization, length, tortuosity, density, and 

function of vascular elements. The significance of these considerations become apparent 

when addressing the questions such as: 1) What aspects of angiogenesis are affected 

during vessel recruitment by tumors that result in the large degree of tortuosity and 

branching? 2) In the presence of a chemical cloud of stimulant, what determines which 

cells within the responding vessel element begin to sprout? Furthermore, an 

understanding of the manner in which blood vessels form (not whether they do or not) 

impacts on areas such as wound healing and tissue engineering in which the nature of 

the response is as, if not more important, than whether the response occurs. To begin 

to address these types of questions, three specific aims have been developed. Because 

the microvessel endothelial cell is highly dependent on cell-matrix interactions for 

maintaining function, the focus of these aims has been directed at determining the 

influence of cell-matrix interactions in microvessel endothelial cell responses. A major 

matrix protein that an endothelial cell encounters during angiogenesis is collagen I. 

Therefore, this molecule has been used as a model matrix element in these studies. The 

focus of the following experiments was directed towards understanding the relationship 

between a soluble angiogenic factor, bFGF, and cell adhesion as it pertains to cell 

migration. In this case, endothelial cell migration was used as the model cellular 

angiogenic response. Because of the central role the integrins play in cell-matrix 

regulation of cell function, the activity and regulation of the 131 class of integrins was 

included in this examination. Finally, an in vitro model of angiogenesis involving 

microvessel organ culture was developed to permit a more comprehensive evaluation of 
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angiogenesis in a controlled environment. 

Specific Aims 

Two general questions were considered in the development of the specific aims. 

1) How does an angiogenic factor control vessel response? 2) What are the mechanisms 

involved in this regulation? From these questions, specific hypotheses were developed. 

Specific Aim 1: Test the hypothesis that the effects of bFGF on angiogenesis are due 

to regulation of microvessel endothelial cell adhesion to collagen I by bFGF. Cultured 

microvessel endothelial cells were used to permit the application of a number of 

accepted assays of adhesion and migration. 

Specific Aim 2: Test the hypothesis that the reduction in microvessel endothelial cell 

adhesion in response to bFGF is due to regulation of PI integrin activity. Current 

cellular and biochemical approaches were used to examine integrin organization and 

biochemistry . 

Specific Aim 3: Test the hypothesis that the net effect of bFGF on angiogenesis is to 

control vessel morphogenesis during angiogenesis and not simply induce vessel growth. 

To test this question, an in vitro assay of angiogenesis was developed that permitted 

examination of the angiogenic process in a controlled environment. 
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2. LINEAR MIGRA nON ASSAY 

Introduction 

Cell migration is central to many biological processes including embryonic 

development (Le Douarian, 1984) and angiogenesis (Sholley et al., 1984). In 

pathological situations, cell migration can either improve the disease state or exacerbate 

the condition. Repair of blood vessels following a wound event or after surgical 

intervention is believed facilitated by the migration of endothelial cells over the injured 

surfaces (Schwartz et aI., 1975). In contrast, a migratory phenotype is associated with 

the metastatic potential and therefore the acceleration of malignant behavior of 

neoplasms (Strauli and Haemmerli, 1984). Understanding the mechanisms of cell 

migration would therefore provide for a better understanding of tissue function as well 

as the development of therapeutic applications. Towards this effort, a number of 

methods for quantitating cell migration have been developed. Most commonly used is 

the Boyden chamber (Boyden, 1962) in which cells are permitted to migrate through a 

filter. Other migration models include single cell time lapse microscopy (DiMilla et aI., 

1992) and cell track analysis (Zetter, 1980). A feature common to these three models 

is that the measurements obtained are derived from the activity of single cells. 

However, cells do not always migrate as single entities, but instead can move as a 

population. Epidermal cell migration over the surface of an early stage embryo 

(Fristrom, 1988) or the migration of endothelial cells from an existing monolayer 

(Gotlieb et aI., 1984; Madri et aI., 1988) are two examples of cells migrating as a 
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population. To measure migration of cells from a population, two methods have been 

commonly used. In studying endothelial cell monolayer repair, portions of intact 

confluent monolayers are removed by scraping and the expansion of the wounded cell 

edge is evaluated (GotIieb et aI., 1984). Another method involves forming a source of 

cells from which cells migrate out from this well source. To form the well, a removable 

Teflon fence (Madri et aI., 1988) or agarose slabs can be used (Rupnick et aI., 1988). 

With the use of agarose slabs, cells migrate underneath the slabs during the length of 

the experiment. This under agarose migration (UAM) assay was initially developed by 

AIt (1980) for use with leukocytes and later modified for use with endothelial cells 

(Rupnick et. aI., 1988). Unlike other assays, the UAM provides a stochastic 

measurement of cell migration independent of the experimental conditions. However, 

the assay is labor intensive and tedious to perform. Furthermore, the presence of the 

agarose might provide a physical barrier to the migrating cells. Using conventional 

tools, the under agarose migration assay has been simplified to afford greater ease in use 

as well as flexibility in the experimental parameters (ie. different substrates). Cell 

counting, data management and the calculation of a migration coefficient are performed 

using standard PC based software. The modified assay called the linear migration assay 

(LMA) was tested by examining the migratory response of human microvessel 

endothelial cells to a chemotactic agent. 
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Methods 

Human microvessel endothelial cells (HMVEC) 

HMVEC were isolated from liposuction fat obtained from a local plastic surgeon. 

Fat was washed with DCF-PBS and digested with 0.4% collagenase/O.4% bovine serum 

albumin (BSA; Fraction V; Sigma, St. Louis, MO) for 30 min at 37°C with vigorous 

shaking. Adipocytes were removed by centrifugation and the isolate was enriched for 

endothelium by centrifugation through a linear gradient of 45% isotonic Percoll. The 

endothelial cell band located at the top of the gradient was removed, washed in DCF

PBS + 0.1 % BSA and suspended in culture medium (MI99E, 15% fetal bovine serum, 

80 ~g/ml ECGS, 2 mM L-glutamine, 5 mM HEPES). Cells were plated into T -25 tissue 

culture flasks coated with 5 ~g/cm2 mouse laminin (Collaborative Research, Bedford, 

MA) prepared in M199E and washed once 15 min. after plating. Cells stained weakly 

for vWf, endocytosed diI-acetylated LDL, and formed cords in Matrigel. Cells were 

used within 5-7 passages. 

Linear Migration Assay 

The linear migration assay (LMA) was modified from the under agarose assay 

described by Wu et. al. (1994). In place of an agarose slab, a disc 26 mm in diameter 

and 9 mm high with a central slot 0.6 cm x 3 cm was fabricated from Lexan® at the 

University of Arizona machine shop (Tucson, AZ) (Figure 2.1). The disc was used to 

prepare a high density (300% confluence) stripe of cells in the center of a well of a 12-

well plate. To hold the disc in place and to form a water tight seal between the disc and 
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Figure 2.1. Diagram of Lexan® insert and polypropylene plug used in the formation of 

a stripe of cells within the well of a 12-well plate. The removable insert permits the use 

of a variety of substrates and experimental media limited by a standard under agarose 

assay. 
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the plastic surface, polypropylene plugs were pressed onto the top of the insert (Figure 

2.1). The plugs were prepared by punching a 3 cm hole in the center of a cap from a 

15 ml centrifuge tube (Coming, Coming, NY). If it was necessary to improve the seal 

between the insert and the surface, stationary binder clips were clamped onto the plate 

thereby pressing the insert tighter against the bottom of the well. Tissue culture plastic 

coated with 1 % porcine skin gelatin in DCF-PBS or 3 ~g/cm2 rat tail collagen I in M199 

were used as the migration substrates. 

Preparation of HMVEC for migration 

Prior to each experiment, confluent cultures of HMVEC were washed once with 

DCF-PBS and placed on serum free adhesion medium (MI99E, 0.1% bovine serum 

albumin, 2 mM L-glutamine, and 5 mM HEPES) for 20 to 24 hr. to remove the effects 

of growth factors in the culture medium. For each experiment, cells were trypsinized, 

washed once with adhesion medium, and suspended in adhesion medium at a 

concentration of 1.4 x 106 cells/ml. To prepare the cell stripe, 0.4 ml of the cell 

suspension was added to each of the insert wells assembled in the 12 well plate as 

described above. After 2 hr., the apparatus was disassembled and the cell stripes 

washed to remove non-adherent cells. Washed cells were placed on adhesion medium 

and permitted to migrate for 2 to 4 days at which time cells were photographed and 

fixed with 3% paraformaldehyde in DCF-PBS. 
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Determination of the migration coefficient, ~. 

Following a brief permeabilization (2 min.) with 0.5% Triton X-I00, the nuclei 

of the cells were stained for 5 min. with a solution of 5 ~g/ml bisbenzimide (BBI; 

Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) prepared in buffered saline. The distribution of cells 

within each well was then determined by visualizing and counting fluorescent nuclei 

with an automated system consisting of the image analysis software package, Image 1 

(Universal Imaging, West Chester, PA) interfaced with a Nikon automatic microscope 

stage. After empirically establishing the pixel intensity thresholds and the average area 

of a nucleus, the well was scanned in a continuous pattern beginning outside of the cell 

profile moving, parallel to the leading cell front in steps of 0.9 mm for a total of 8 

steps (Figure 2.2). At each step, the number of nuclei was measured and written to a 

data file. The Image 1 software has the capability of providing the average number of 

nuclei located within a clump of nuclei by normalizing clump values with the average 

nuclear area. The stage is then advanced to the location 0.14 mm adjacent to the start 

site towards the cell well interior and again, moves along the cell front (Figure 2.2). 

This process is repeated until the entire distance across the cell profile is counted. The 

resulting data file consists of a single number of nuclei for each 0.14 mm x 0.9 mm 

measurement window for each of the eight values located at one point across the cell 

profile. This data file is then read by a Fortran program (see appendix) from which a 

value for the motility coefficient, ~, is determined by best fit analysis to satisfy the 

following relationship: 
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C(x, t) = Co erfc (2~) eqn.2.1 

The experimentally measured values in equation 2.1 are the number of cells at the cell 

well edge (Co), the distance away from the cell well edge (x), the number of cells at 

each "x" distance away from the edge (Cx,J, and the duration of the experiment (t). 

The term erfc is the coerror function and is a known quantity. The detailed 

mathematical theory and derivations have been described elsewhere (A It, 1980; 

Lauffenburger, 1983). Equation 2.1 is derived from the following equation describing 

simple molecular diffusion: 

eqn.2.2 

The migration coefficient, Jl, is analogous to the diffusion coefficient for a molecule and 

describes, as a mathematical term, the dispersion of the cell population from a defined 

well source of cells. A feature of the Fortran program is the ability to either manually 

determine the location of the cell well edge (Co) or have the computer automatically 

determine the location. This is performed by taking the ratio of the cell number at a 

certain distance (Cx+1) to the value at the preceding distance interval (Cx)' If this ratio 

is ~ 0.6, the location of CX+1 is set as the cell well edge (Co). 
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Figure 2.2. Diagram describing the automated scanning and counting protocol utilized 

by the Image 1 software to measure cell density migration profiles. The start point of 

the scan is to the left of the cell migration profile (large open box) and is designated 

point 0,0. The scan is performed by advancing in the "y" direction to the point 0,7.2 

and then begins again one step to the right at point 0.14,0. The scan continues in this 

fashion until the entire profile has been counted. 
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Results 

Phase micrographs of the migration fronts from migration experiments taken 

immediately before the cells were fixed and prepared for counting indicated that cells 

migrated from the well source as single cells (Figure 2.3). Migration profiles similar 

to those depicted in Figure 2.3 were fixed and stained with the DNA specific dye, 

bisbenzimide (BBI). Use of BBI for automated cell counting provides for uniform 

object size and high contrast (Figure 2.4). Following the automated counting, the 

resulting Image 1 generated data file is read by the Fortran based program that sorts the 

data by order of distance across the entire migration profile and provides the sum of 

cells (nuclei) at each distance (Figure 2.5). This data can then be plotted to show the 

distribution of cells within the migration profile (Figure 2.6). Because there are two 

migration fronts, two separate values of J.l can be determined for each well. To test the 

ability of the Fortran program to determine the proper location of the cell well edge (Co) 

from the sorted data set, the same data file was used to determine the migration 

coefficient, J.l, by both the manual and automated determination of Co. Using data from 

three migration experiments, there was no difference (p<O.05) in the value of J.l 

determined by either method (Figure 2.7). 
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Figure 2.3. Phase micrographs of migration fronts of HMVEC in serum free medium on 

collagen I at the time of plating (a) and after 48 hr. in the LMA assay (b). The arrow 

indicates the cell well edge (Co), Bar = 200 J.lm. 
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Figure 2.4. Digitized image of a BBI stained migration profile of HMVEC. The image 

has been processed for scanning by the computer. The arrow indicates the cell well 

edge. Bar = 40 Jlm. 
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Figure 2.5. Data file of a control migration profile after sorting by the Fortran program 

used to calculate the migration coefficient. In this data array, the counts from eight 

measurement windows (fluorescent nuclei counts) are arranged in a row corresponding 

to the x distance at which the measurements were made (x dist.). The sum of the eight 

values is determined and stored in the third column of the array (sum). The program 

uses the nuclei sums in the determination of mu. 
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x dist. sum fluorescent nuclei counts 
1 .00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 .14 6 0 1 2 0 2 1 0 0 
3 .28 6 0 0 2 4 0 0 0 0 
4 .42 10 3 1 1 3 0 2 0 0 
5 .56 13 1 1 0 5 5 1 0 0 
6 .70 13 1 0 3 3 0 3 3 0 
7 .84 49 6 4 2 8 8 8 6 7 
8 .98 150 9 22 20 19 16 20 23 21 
9 1.12 264 28 36 40 44 31 29 27 29 

10 1. 26 364 37 47 50 51 46 47 43 43 
11 1.40 474 59 67 57 71 83 58 42 37 
12 1.54 557 78 67 79 73 67 75 61 57 
13 1.68 551 70 78 64 89 88 70 48 44 
14 1.82 471 52 70 65 61 65 55 53 50 
15 1.96 380 44 50 69 65 47 38 39 28 
16 2.10 285 35 35 57 46 38 23 22 29 
17 2.24 372 44 49 52 60 47 43 39 38 
18 2.38 467 62 64 45 73 64 68 45 46 
19 2.52 500 70 64 57 62 76 74 36 61 
20 2.66 516 63 82 71 74 53 59 63 51 
21 2.80 525 64 74 75 68 72 63 63 46 
22 2.94 494 66 74 87 45 54 59 59 50 
23 3.08 390 57 59 59 35 64 40 36 40 
24 3.22 326 55 42 47 59 25 34 36 28 
25 3.36 332 . 50 43 50 45 32 45 36 31 
26 3.50 400 47 49 78 61 47 58 40 20 
27 ··3.64 442 61 62 56 62 50 55 63 33 
28 3.=78 389 56 66 56 53 48 52 41 17 
29 3.92 386 56 56 61 51 51 52 39 20 
30 4.06 338 62 56 46 52 45 33 27 17 
31 4.20 206 34 36 37 40 21 20 14 4 
32 4.34 70 22 13 12 17 5 0 1 0 
33 4.48 13 2 1 2 7 1 0 0 0 
34 4.62 4 0 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 
35 4.76 3 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
36 4.90 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
37 5.04 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
38 5.18 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
39 5.32 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
40 5.46 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
41 5.60 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Figure 2.6. A plot of the migration profile from the above data array. The sums from 

the data array (column 3, Figure 2.5) are plotted against the x distance (column 2, 

Figure 2.5). The dashed box represents the cell well edges used in this particular 

experiment for the determination of the ~ values for each migration front. Fluctuations 

in the cell density of the cell interior can occur. 
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Figure 2.7. Calculation of Il by either manual or automatic mode for estimating the 

starting cell well edge, Co. The location of the cell well edge was determined manually 

from the sorted cell density data and provided to the computer when prompted. The 

same data file was then used to calculate mu using the program's automatic feature. 

There was no statistical significance between the two determinations performed on 3 

experiments. 
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Discussion 

A number of features of the LMA described above provide for a simplified 

measure of chemokinetic activity of a cell population. 1) There is not the need for 

cumbersome apparati to form the source well for cells. Instead, an autoclavable, Lexan 

insert is used. 2) Previous counting of cell migration profiles has involved customized 

hardware or manual counting. In the LMA system, commercially available hardware 

and software has been used in a manner that minimizes error and time. 3) The use of 

the DNA stain, BBI allows for maximum contrast facilitating the automated computer 

counting. 4) The software has been integrated in such a way as to not require manual 

manipUlation of the data. Data files are compatible with the three software packages 

used in a standard analysis; Image 1, Fortran for DOS, and Sigmaplot for Windows. 5) 

The design of the LMA assay is such that new users of the system can readily generate 

usable data with a minimum of training. The advantages of deriving a coefficient of 

migration, J.1, for cells has previously been described (A It, 1983; Rupnick et aI., 1989). 

With the LMA, migration of cells can be examined rigorously with relative ease and 

speed. 
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3. EFFECTS OF BASIC FIBROBLAST GROWTH FACTOR ON THE 

RELA nONS HIP BETWEEN HUMAN MICROVESSEL ENDOTHELIAL CELL 

ADHESION AND MIGRA nON 

Introduction 

During angiogenesis, the endothelial cells comprising the parent microvessel must 

perform a series of activities in order to form a new, functional vessel. One such 

activity and central to the angiogenic process is microvessel endothelial cell migration 

(Sholley et ai, 1984). Following initiation of angiogenesis, sprouting cells at the 

advancing tip of the new microvessel migrate while cells within the interior of the 

growing microvessel proliferate (Folkman, 1984). In order to migrate, the distal cells 

must modulate interactions with the surrounding matrix from a more adhesive, stationary 

condition to one that permits migration. Consistent with this hypothesis are the results 

of recent studies which have correlated an optimal adhesion strength with migratory 

activity in smooth muscle cells and microvessel endothelial cells (DiMilla et aI., 1993; 

Wu et aI., 1994). 

Basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF) stimulates and regulates angiogenesis in 

a number of normo- and patho-physiological processes (Folkman and Klagsbrun, 1987). 

Consistent with its role as an angiogenic factor, bFGF stimulates random (chemokinetic) 

and directed (chemotactic) migration of endothelial cells (Presta et aI., 1986; Connolly 

et aI., 1987; Stokes et aI., 1990b), presumably through interaction with a high affinity 

surface receptor (Friesel et aI., 1986). In spite of the current knowledge concerning 
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bFGF activity, little is known about the mechanisms by which bFGF regulates 

microvessel endothelial cell migration, and thus, angiogenesis. Furthermore, it is not 

known what mechanism determines whether an endothelial cell will migrate or 

proliferate in response to the same bFGF signal. 

Based on this relationship between cell adhesion and migration speed originally 

described by DiMilla et aI., (1992), it was hypothesized that bFGF may alter microvessel 

endothelial cell adhesion to a matrix substrate. Collagen I was chosen as the matrix of 

interest due to its prevalence in tissues as well as it being a major substrate supporting 

microvessel endothelial cell migration during angiogenesis (Madri et aI., 1980). In 

addition, the focus was on the a2{31 integrin because endothelial cells interact with 

collagens primarily via this integrin pair (Wayner et aI., 1988; Albelda and Buck, 1993). 
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Methods 

Human microvessel endothelial cells (HMVEC) 

HMVEC were isolated from liposuction fat obtained from a local plastic surgeon. 

Fat was washed with DCF-PBS and digested with 0.4% collagenase/O.4% bovine serum 

albumin (BSA; Fraction V; Sigma, St. Louis, MO) for 30 min at 37°C with vigorous 

shaking. Adipocytes were removed by centrifugation and the isolate enriched for 

endothelium by centrifugation through a linear gradient of 45% isotonic Percoll. The 

endothelial cell band located at the top of the gradient was removed, washed in DCF

PBS + 0.1 % BSA and suspended in culture medium (M199E, 15% fetal bovine serum, 

80 J.lg/ml ECGS, 2 mM L-glutamine, 5 mM HEPES). Cells were plated into T-25 tissue 

culture flasks coated with 5 J.lg/cm2 mouse laminin (Collaborative Research, Bedford, 

MA) prepared in M199E and washed once after 15 min. Cells stained weakly for vWF 

and endocytosed diI-aceylated LDL. Cells were used within 5-7 passages. 

Antibodies 

The P4CI0 monoclonal antibody specific for the ~1 integrin subunit has been 

demonstrated to block cell adhesion to matrix ligands (Carter et aI., 1990). A 

monoclonal antibody directed against the a.2 subunit previously described (Wayner et 

aI., 1988) was used. P4CI0 and P1E6 were purchased from GibcolBRL (Grand Island, 

NY). All antibodies were supplied as lyophilized ascites fluids and resuspended with 

100 III of DCF-PBS per each vial of antibody. 
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Treatment of HMVEC with basic fibroblast growth factor 

For all experiments, HMVEC were treated as follows. Prior to experiments, low 

density « 5 x 104 cells/cm2) or high density cultures (> 5 x 104 cells/cm2) of HMVEC 

on 1 % gelatin coated tissue culture plastic were placed on serum free media (M199E, 

0.1 % BSA, 2.7 mM L-glutamine, and 5 mM HEPES) containing or lacking 10 ng/ml 

human recombinant basic fibroblast growth factor (R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN). 

Cultures were treated for 20-22 hr. at which time, cells were washed twice with 

Dulbecco's PBS lacking divalent cations (DCF-PBS) and prepared for experiments. 

Single Cell Migration Analysis 

Confluent cultures of HMVEC were placed on serum free medium (adhesion 

medium) 24 hr. prior to performing the assay. Cells from 1 T-25 were trypsinized and 

resuspended in 2 ml of adhesion medium without bicarbonate. 200 III of this cell 

suspension was added to 4 ml of adhesion medium without bicarbonate and divided 

equally amongst 4 wells of a 12 well plate. the remaining wells were filled with sterile 

water. The plate was placed on the stage of an inverted Nikon microscope fitted with 

a Dage-72 CCD camera. The microscope had been placed within a small incubator fitted 

with a plexiglas door that had been modified to accommodate the microscope. The 

incubator was maintained at 37°C and circulated room air. Following 1 hr. of incubation 

at 37°C, a field of 4 - 6 cells was chosen and viewed with a lOx objective. Migration 

of each individual cell was recorded by time lapse videomicroscopy for 24 hr. From the 

timelapse video tape, the migration track for each cell was determined by marking the 
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center of the nucleus every 1 hr. beginning within 30 min. after starting the recording. 

Linear Migration Assay 

The linear migration assay (LMA) used was modified from the assay described 

by Wu et. aI., 1994. In place of an agarose slab, a Lexan disc with a central slot 0.6 

em x 3 em was used to prepare a high density (300% confluence) stripe of cells in the 

center of a well of a 12-well plate. Cell number density values of migrated cells were 

measured at defined distances from the edge of the cell stripe. From these numbers, a 

value of random migration is calculated by best fit analysis. Prior to each experiment, 

confluent cultures ofHMVEC were washed once with DCF-PBS and placed on adhesion 

medium for 20 to 24 hr. Cells were trypsinized, washed once with adhesion medium, 

suspended in adhesion medium, and plated into the wells of the Lexan insert. After 2 

hr., the apparatus was disassembled and the cell stripes washed to remove non-adherent 

cells. Washed cells were placed on adhesion medium with or without 10 nglml bFGF 

and permitted to migrate for 36 hr. at which time cells were fixed and stained with BBI 

for automated counting using the Image 1 system. The surface used was rat tail 

collagen I (3 J,lg/cm2
) coated on tissue culture plastic for 1 hr. at 37°C blocked with 1 % 

heat denatured BSA. 

Adhesion Assay 

Adhesion of HMVEC ± bFGF to collagen I was assayed with a microtiter plate 

wash assay. The bottom of each well of a 96 well virgin polystyrene microtiter plate 
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was coated with 100 III of a 10 Ilg/ml rat tail collagen I (Collaborative Research, 

Bedford, MA) solution prepared in M199E for 1 hr. at 37°C. Wells were washed once 

with DCF-PBS and then coated with 100 III of 1% heat denatured BSA in DCF-PBS for 

1 hr at 37°C. Wells were washed two times with DCF-PBS before the addition of cells. 

HMVEC ± bFGF were harvested with 5 mM EDTA in DCF-PBS or 5 mM EDTA in 

DCF-PBS supplemented with 0.0025% trypsin. When trypsin was used, cells were 

exposed to the EDTA solution for 10 minutes at which time trypsin was added if the 

cells had not lifted. 1 x 104 cells in 50 III of adhesion medium were plated into each 

well containing 50 III of adhesion medium alone or adhesion medium with 2x the final 

concentration of the blocking antibodies. After 1 hr of incubation at 37°C, loosely 

adhered cells were removed with a gentle wash with adhesion medium followed by two 

washes with DCF-PBS. Adherent cells were fixed with 100 III of3% paraformaldehyde 

in DCF-PBS overnight and stained with 5 Ilg/ml bisbenzimide (BBI) for 5 min following 

permeabilization with 0.2% Triton X-IOO. Plates were air dried and the number of 

fluorescent nuclei in the center of each well (0.1 cm2
) were counted using a fluorescent 

microscope fitted with an automatic stage and the image analysis system Image I 

(Universal Imaging, West Chester, PA). 

Radial Flow Chamber Detachment Assay 

HMVEC were treated and harvested as above and plated at a density of 3 x 104 

cells/cm2 into 60 mm bacteriological petri dishes coated with 3 Ilg/cm2 rat tail collagen 

I and 1 % BSA as described above. Cells in serum free medium were allowed to adhere 
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for 60 min. at 37°C before careful placement of the dishes into a modified radial flow 

chamber (Cozens-Roberts et al. 1990; DiMilla et aI., 1993). The cells were exposed to 

adhesion medium flowing at a rate of 2.5 to 3 ml/sec for 5 min before stopping flow and 

disassembling the chamber. Cells were immediately fixed with 3% paraformaldehyde 

in DCF-PBS overnight at 4°C. The nuclei of attached cells were stained with BBI and 

the number of nuclei in a 1 mm x 2 mm area were counted at 1 mm increments 

beginning at the dish center and extending out radially. Four measurements at each 

radius were made for each dish. 
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Results 

Figure 3.1 depicts typical migration tracks over a 24 hr. period of single HMVEC 

migrating on collagen I in the lack or presence of 10 ng/ml bFGF. Migration of 

HMVEC in the presence of bFGF persisted in one direction for longer periods than non

treated cells. Migration speed was significantly (p<0.05) greater in the presence of 

bFGF (Figure 3.2). In contrast to single cell migration, migration of HMVEC from a 

high density cell source in the presence of bFGF resulted in no effect or a slight 

reduction of migration on collagen I (Figure 3.2). 

Following treatment of subconfluent HMVEC with 10 ng/ml bFGF in serum free 

medium for 22 hr., cells appeared more spindle shaped and phase dense than HMVEC 

from untreated cultures (Figure 3.3). This shift in morphology was more prominent in 

cultures treated at low density (2 - 4 x 104 cells/cm2) than in high density (6 - 8 x 104 

cells/cm2) cells. Adhesion of low density HMVEC to collagen type I following 

exposure to bFGF was reduced to 69% ± 10% of the untreated low density HMVEC 

(Figure 3.4). In contrast, treatment of high density cultures with bFGF resulted in an 

increase in adhesion of HMVEC to collagen I to 158% ± 9% of control (Figure 3.4). 

The contribution of the f31 or a.2 integrin subunit to HMVEC adhesion was 

evaluated by the inclusion of differing dilutions of a function blocking antibody to either 

the f31 or a.2 integrin subunit in the medium during the adhesion assay. For low density 

cultures, there was a dose dependent inhibition of HMVEC adhesion to collagen I by 

the anti-f31 antibody to < 10% of no antibody control values at the maximal dose 

(Figure 3.5). This antibody inhibited adhesion of HMVEC ± bFGF to the same extent. 
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Figure 3.1. Migration tracks of single HMVEC migration on collagen I. Migration was 

recorded by timelapse video-microscopy and the course of migration for each cell was 

traced. 10 ng/ml bFGF resulted in a more directed migration of HMVEC on collagen 

I as compared to control. 
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Figure 3.2. Migration ofHMVEC on collagen I at either low density (a) or high density 

(b) was determined by the single cell analysis or the linear migration assay, respectively. 

Migratory activity was reported as either a migration rate for single cells or the 

migration coefficient (Il) for cell populations in the presence or lack of 10 nglml bFGF 

after 48 hr. of migration. * p < 0.05. 
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Figure 3.3. Phase micrographs of treated HMVEC in serum free medium in the lack 

(a,c) or presence (b,d) of 10 nglml bFGF for 20 to 22 hr. at low density (a,b) or high 

density (c,d). In low density cultures, bFGF treatment resulted in a more spindly 

morphology as compared to the control cultures in which cells were more spread and 

less refractile (arrowhead). Bar = 200 Ilm. 
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Figure 3.4. Adhesion of HMVEC to collagen I following treatment with or without 10 

nglml bFGF. HMVEC were treated at either low density (a) or high density (b) for 22 

hr. prior to harvesting of cells with 5 mM EDT A and plated on collagen I for 60 min. 

before washing .... p<0.05. 
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Adhesion of high density HMVEC was similarly inhibited by the anti-J3I antibody but 

to a lesser extent (Figure 3.5). The presence of an antibody specific for the a,2 subunit 

during the adhesion assay blocked HMVEC adhesion to collagen I (Figure 3.6). At low 

doses of antibody, adhesion of untreated low density HMVEC was blocked to a level 

of 70% ± 5% of the no antibody control. At higher doses, however, HMVEC adhesion 

was stimulated relative to control (Figure 3.6) Adhesion of bFGF treated, low density 

HMVEC was affected in a similar fashion as the untreated cells. The anti-a,2 antibody 

had no significant effect on adhesion of HMVEC to collagen I when cells were treated 

with bFGF at high density. However the stimulating effect of high antibody doses was 

still observed (Figure 3.6). 

Analysis of bFGF mediated adhesion with the radial flow chamber assay 

provided similar results as that observed with the microtiter plate wash assay. In 

general, fewer cells adhered to collagen I in response to defined shear stresses following 

bFGF treatment when low density cultures were used (Figure 3.7). While the opposite 

was true when high density cultures were treated (Figure 3.7). The critical shear stress 

(the shear stress at which 50% of the cells are adhered) for both the low density and 

high density cultures was not significantly different between bFGF treated and untreated 

cultures. 
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Figure 3.5. Adhesion of HMVEC to collagen I in the presence of J31 integrin blocking 

antibody. Cells treated at low density (a) or high density (b) were assayed for adhesion 

in the presence of increasing doses of the P4CI0 anti-J31 antibody. Results were 

normalized to the no antibody controls for each treatment. Open bars are untreated 

HMvEC while hatched bars are bFGF treated HMVEC. 
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Figure 3.6. Adhesion of HMVEC to collagen I in the presence of 0.2 integrin blocking 

antibody. Cells treated at low density (a) or high density (b) were assayed for adhesion 

in the presence of increasing doses of the P1E6 anti-a.2 antibody. Open bars are 

untreated HMVEC while hatched bars are bFGF treated HMVEC. 
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Figure 3.7. Representative results from the radial flow chamber detachment assay for 

adhesion strengths of HMVEC adhesion to collagen I treated at either low density (a) 

or high density (b) before performing the assay. Open circles are untreated HMVEC 

while solid circles are bFGF treated HMVEC. Similar results were obtained from three 

separate experiments. 
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Discussion 

In a recent study, bFGF treatment for ;::: 18 hr. increased adhesion of cultured 

bovine adrenal microvessel endothelial cells to matrix molecules, including collagen I 

(Klein et al., 1993). Associated with the increased adhesion was an increase in 

expression of integrin subunits on the cell surface. Human microvessel endothelial cells 

derived from subcutaneous fat also demonstrated an increase in adhesion to collagen I. 

However, this was observed only with HMVEC that were at a density between 60% and 

80% confluence during exposure to bFGF. In contrast, cells treated at a density between 

20% and 40% confluence were less adherent to collagen I following bFGF exposure. 

The previous study also treated cells at sub confluence, however the specific density of 

cells at the time of treatment was not reported making direct comparisons of results 

difficult. A related study observed similar changes in integrin expression as reported by 

Klein et al. (1993) following treatment of human dermal microvessel endothelial cells 

at 50% - 80% confluence (Enenstein et aI., 1993) with bFGF, however the effects of 

adhesion were not examined. 

Recently, Chan and Hemler (1994) described the switching of <l2 integrin in 

transfected 3T3 cells between functional states following binding of an antibody directed 

against the ~1 integrin. A role for conformational changes in the integrin (Ginsberg et 

al. 1993) induced by the antibody was postulated as a mechanism. Results obtained 

with the anti-<l2 antibody in this study seem to be consistent with the observations 

reported by Chan and Hemler (1994). With increasing amounts of the anti-<l2 antibody, 

PIE6, there was a coordinated increase in the adhesion of HMVEC to collagen I 
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regardless of whether the cells were treated with bFGF or not and whether the treatment 

occurred with either low or high density cells. It seems reasonable that a similar type 

of shift in 0.2 conformation as described by Chan and Hemler (I994) might be occurring 

in the 0.2 subunit of HMVEC. However, the potential presence of two affinity states 

of the 0.2 subunit appear to be insensitive to bFGF regulation, since there were similar 

effects of the antibody on o.2-mediated adhesion with or without bFGF treatment. 

As a population, HMVEC treated with bFGF exhibited a similar affinity for 

collagen I as untreated HMVEC as shown by the similar levels of shear necessary to 

detach 50% of the cells (critical shear force). However, the net reduction in cell number 

at other shear forces indicates a heterogeneity in adhesion strengths amongst the cells. 

One possible interpretation is that the cells interact with the collagen substrate with 

similar affinity (through the integrin receptors), however, once attached the cells cannot 

maintain this interaction in the face of forces that act to detach the cell from the surface. 

Possibly an altered cytoskeleton-adhesion complex interaction may be occurring in cells 

treated with bFGF resulting in an adhesion structure unable to withstand shearing forces. 

Similar hypotheses have been proposed (Lauffenburger, 1991; Danilov and Juliano, 

1992). 

During angiogenesis, the cell(s) at the leading tip of the growing vessel or free 

of the tube structure are migrating while the cells nearer the branch point are 

proliferating (Ausprunk and Folkman, 1977). One question that arises from these 

observations is how do the endothelial cells within the growing vessel respond 

differently to the same signal (eg. bFGF)? The results from this study suggest that the 
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cell-cell interactions between endothelial cells of the microvessel may regulate the 

phenotypic responses to an extracellular signal. When HMVEC were in contact with 

one another, such as in the high density cultures, cells were able to adhere with greater 

strength to collagen I following exposure to bFGF. In contrast, cells free from each 

other responded to bFGF by reducing the strength of adhesion to the matrix. In vivo, 

these differences in adhesion may translate into changes in migration such that cells in 

loose contact with the vessel structure are migratory while those still in association with 

neighboring cells are proliferative or differentiated. An increase in adherence suggests 

that the reduced migration of cells in close association with one another is not solely 

due to the effects of cell-cell interactions in allowing cells to break free of the 

population. Thus, not only is integrin-mediated cell adhesion sensitive to regulation by 

signals from soluble factors, but the nature of the response to these signals depends on 

another cell regulator, cell density. 
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4. REDUCED ADHESION OF LOW DENSITY HUMAN MICROVESSEL 

ENDOTHELIAL CELLS BY BASIC FIBROBLAST GROWTH FACTOR 

CORRELATES WITH CHANGES IN PI INTEGRIN PHOSPHORYLATION AND 

ORGANIZATION. 

Introduction 

Microvessel endothelial cells are highly dependent on matrix interactions for 

normal function and differentiation. Extracellular matrix is believed to regulate 

microvessel endothelial cell phenotype by providing mechanical (Ingber and Folkman, 

1989) and chemical signals (Carey, 1991). During mechanical transduction of 

information to the cell, binding of the cell to matrix substrates and the subsequent 

application of forces to the binding sites establishes stress and strain within the cell. 

The cellular tension is believed necessary for proper cellular responsiveness. At the 

same time, binding of the cell to matrix signals the cell through receptor activity (Hynes, 

1992). Thus, the nature of the cell-matrix interactions is very important to the function 

of the microvessel endothelial cell. Because of the central role of cell-matrix 

interactions in microvessel endothelial cell function, phenotypic changes in response to 

other extracellular signals (eg. growth factors) should be accompanied by changes in 

matrix signalling. 

Endothelial cell adhesion to matrix occurs mainly through the heterodimeric PI 

class of integrins (AI beida and Buck, 1990). The integrin receptors participate in a 

number of signalling events upon ligation that contribute to the phenotype of the cell 
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(Albelda and Buck, 1990; Hynes, 1992). In addition, cells are able to regulate integrin 

function through a number of means described as "inside-out signalling" (Hynes, 1992). 

The regulation of integrin function and the transduction of signals to the cell interior by 

integrins are believed to involve the complex of macromolecules that form the substrate 

contacts (Burridge et aI., 1988). 

Basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF) has been shown to modulate integrin 

expression and adhesion in cultured microvascular endothelial cells (Enenstein et aI., 

1993; Klein et aI., 1993). This is consistent with the hypothesis that changes in 

endothelial cell-matrix interactions should accompany responses to factors that bring 

about phenotypic change. In Chapter 3, human microvessel endothelial cells (HMVE) 

were shown to modulate adhesion differentially in response to bFGF depending upon 

the density at which the human microvessel endothelial cells were treated. At low 

density « 40% confluence), these cells exhibited a reduced adhesion to collagen I while 

there was an increase in adhesion when the cells were treated with bFGF at a high 

density (> 60% confluence). In both instances, the 131 class of integrins were involved. 

The mechanism(s) involved in altered HMVEC cell-matrix interaction by bFGF is not 

known. Utilizing cultured human rnicrovessel endothelial cells (HMVEC), the 

mechanism involved in bFGF mediated changes in HMVEC adhesion to collagen I was 

examined. 
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Methods 

Human microvessel endothelial cells (HMVEC) 

HMVEC were isolated from liposuction fat obtained from a local plastic surgeon. Fat 

was washed with DCF-PBS and digested with 0.4% collagenase/O.4% bovine serum 

albumin (BSA; Fraction V; Sigma, St. Louis, MO) for 30 min at 37°C with vigorous 

shaking. Adipocytes were removed by centrifugation and the isolate enriched for 

endothelium by centrifugation through a linear gradient of 45% isotonic Percoll. The 

endothelial cell band located at the top of the gradient was removed, washed in DCF

PBS + 0.1 % BSA and suspended in culture medium (MI99E, 15% fetal bovine serum, 

80 ~g/ml ECGS, 2 mM L-glutamine, 5 mM HEPES). Cells were plated into T-25 tissue 

culture flasks coated with 5 ~g/cm2 mouse laminin (Collaborative Research, Bedford, 

MA) prepared in M199E and washed once 15 min. after plating. Cells stained weakly 

for vWf, endocytosed diI-aceylated LDL, and formed cords in Matrigel. Cells were used 

within 5-7 passages. 

Antibodies 

The P4ClO monoclonal antibody specific for the ~1 integrin subunit has been 

demonstrated to block cell adhesion to matrix ligands (Carter et aI., 19901). A 

monoclonal antibody directed against the a,2 subunit previously described (Wayner et 

aI., 1988) was used. P4CI0 and P1E6 were purchased from GibcolBRL (Grand Island, 

NY). All antibodies were supplied as lyophilized ascites fluids and resuspended with 

100 ~l of DCF-PBS per each vial of antibody. 
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Treatment of HMVEC with basic fibroblast growth factor 

For all experiments, HMVEC were treated as follows. Prior to experiments, low 

density « 5 x 104 cells/cm2
) or high density cultures (> 5 x 104 cells/cm2

) of HMVEC 

on 1 % gelatin coated tissue culture plastic were placed on serum free media (MI99E, 

0.1 % BSA, 2.7 mM L-glutamine, and 5 mM HEPES) containing or lacking 10 nglml 

human recombinant basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF; R&D Systems, Minneapolis, 

MN). Cultures were treated for 20-22 hr. at which time, cells were washed twice with 

Dulbecco's PBS lacking divalent cations (DCF-PBS) and prepared for experiments. 

Spreading Assay 

For the spreading assay, non-tissue culture treated 12-well plates (special order 

from Coming, Coming, NY) were coated with 3 J.1g/cm2 rat tail collagen I and 1 % BSA 

as described above. HMVEC± bFGF were suspended in serum free medium and plated 

at a density of 3 x 104 cells/cm2 into wells and permitted to adhere for either 20 min or 

60 min at 37°C. Cells were immediately fixed by gentle removal of media and addition 

3% paraformaldehyde in DCF-PBS. Cells were scored for the percent fraction adhered 

but not spread, partially spread, or completely spread as visualized by phase microscopy. 

Immunoprecipitations and phosphatase treatment 

HMVEC ± bFGF in 100 mm tissue culture dishes (Coming) coated with 1.0% 

gelatin were washed three times in HEPES/Ca+2 buffer (2.7 mM HEPES, 1.3 mM KC1, 

0.4 mM MgCI2, 0.3 mM CaCI2, 35.7 mM NaCl, pH 7.5) and incubated for 1 hr at room 
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temperature with 1.0 Ilg/ml NHS-LC-biotin (Pierce Biochemicals, Rockford, IL) in 

HEPES/Ca+2 buffer. Cells were washed twice with cold DCF-PBS and harvested by 

scraping the cells into 1 ml of cold lysis buffer (10 mM EDTA, 0.5% NP-40, in DCF

PBS) per dish. Cells were lysed by 15 to 30 seconds of sonication on ice in the 

presence of protease (2 U/ml aprotinin and 2 mM AEBSF) and phosphatase (2 mM 

NaV04) inhibitors. The initial number of cells per dish per treatment was determined 

by counting the total number of cells released by trypsin in duplicate dishes utilizing a 

Coulter counter (model ZM; Coulter Elec., Hileah, FL). From these cell counts, an 

equal number of cells (0.8 - 1.0 x 106 cells) from each treatment were aliquoted into 

microfuge tubes and the final volume in each tube was adjusted to 1 ml with cold lysis 

buffer. Each aliquot was precleared with 20 1l1lml of protein G-agarose as a 50% slurry 

in water (Immunopure G®, Pierce Chemicals) for 1 hr. at 4°C. Following removal of 

the agarose beads by microfugation, either PIE6 (anti-a.2) or P4CI0 (anti-~I) 

monoclonal antibodies were added to the precleared lysates at a 1 :200 dilution and 

incubated overnight at 4°C with gentle rocking. Antibody-antigen complexes were 

precipitated by incubation with protein G-agarose (25 Ill/ml) for 1 hr at 4°C followed 

by microfugation and washed three times with cold lysis buffer. Each of the 

precipitations were solubilized in 40 III of 2x sample loading buffer (0.125 M Tris-Cl 

pH 6.8, 4% SDS, 20% glycerol, 10% ~-mercaptoethanol) and boiled for 5 min. Samples 

were microfuged and the supernatants removed and stored at -20°C until used. Removal 

of phosphates from integrin subunits was performed according to Musil et. al. (1990). 

Briefly, immune-agarose complexes were washed two times in wash buffer (0.1 M NaCl, 
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0.02 M NaBorate, 0.02% Na azide, 0.5 M sucrose, 0.5% Triton X-lOO, 0.1% SOS) 

containing 0.5% BSA and 2 mM AEBSF, once in wash buffer containing 0.2% BSA 

and 2 mM AEBSF, twice in phosphatase reaction buffer (50 mM Tris-HCI, 10 mM 

MgCI2, 150 mM NaCI, pH 8.0) with 0.1% Triton X-lOO, 0.05% SOS, and 2 mM 

AEBSF. Washed agarose-immune complexes from each sample were suspended in 12.5 

~l phosphatase reaction buffer containing 1.0% SOS and 1.0% J3-mercaptoethanol and 

heated at 60°C for 3 minutes. 50 ~l of cold phosphatase reaction buffer was added to 

each sample followed immediately by microfugation. Supernatants were treated with 

2 units of calf intestine alkaline phosphatase (Boehringer Mannheim) for 4 hr. at 37°C. 

The reaction was stopped by the addition of 2x sample loading buffer followed by 

boiling for 5 min. For a control, 2 mM NaV04 and 10 mM EOTA were added as 

inhibitors of alkaline phosphatase. 

Western Blotting 

The total volume of each sample from the immunoprecipitations was 

electrophoresed in a discontinuous SOS polyacrylamide (7.0%) gel. Proteins were 

transferred to pure nitrocellulose membrane by electroblotting for subsequent 

immunoblotting. Focal adhesion kinase (p 125FAK
), phosphotyrosine proteins and integrin 

subunits were detected on the same blot by stripping blots between detections and 

utilizing the ECL chemiluminescence system according to manufacturer's instructions 

(Amersham, Arlington Heights, IL). Following transfer of proteins to nitrocellulose 

membrane, blots were incubated in blocking buffer (3% nonfat dry milk in OCF-PBS) 
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for 30 min. at room temperature. Blots were incubated with a monoclonal antibody 

directed against the phosphotyrosine bond (clone 4GIO; UBI, Upstate, NY) diluted 

1:1000 in blocking buffer for 1.5 hr. at room temperature. Unbound antibody was 

washed free of the blots by rinsing Ix in DCF-PBS followed by 3 washes for 5 min. 

each with DCF-PBS. A secondary antibody directed against mouse IgG and conjugated 

to horseradish peroxidase was diluted I: 1000 (Boehringer Mannheim, Indianapolis, IN) 

in blocking buffer and placed on the blots for I hr. at room temperature. Blots were 

washed extensively with DCF-PBS and incubated with the ECL reagents according to 

manufacturer's instructions. Signals were detected by exposure to Kodak X-Omat film 

for 5 - 60 sec. To detect pl25FAK on identical blots, bound antibodies were stripped 

from the membranes by incubation in stripping buffer (0.7% j3-mercaptoethanol, 2% 

SDS, 62.5 mM Tris-HCl, pH 6.7) for 30 min. at 56°C. Stripped blots were washed with 

DCF-PBS and the procedure described as for phosphotyrosine detection was performed 

with a monoclonal antibody against chicken pl25FAK (UBI) as the primary antibody. For 

detection of the biotinylated integrin subunits, blots were stripped and prepared as 

described above. Strepavidin-peroxidase (Amersham) at a I :500 dilution in DCF-PBS 

was placed on the blots for 60 min at room temperature. Following extensive washing 

with DCF-PBS, blots were incubated with the ECL reagents and exposed to Kodak X

Omat X-ray film. 

Interference Reflection Microscopy (IRM) 

For IRM, HMVEC± bFGF were harvested with 5 mM EDT A, suspended in 
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serum free medium and plated into 2 well glass chamber-slips (Lab Tek, Naperville, IL) 

coated with 3 J.lg/cm2 collagen I and 1 % BSA. Cells were allowed to adhere for 1 hr. 

before the medium was gently decanted and addition of 3% paraformaldehyde in DCF

PBS for 40 min. Adhered cells were washed 2x with DCF-PBS and visualized by IRM 

(Izzard and Lochner, 1976) utilizing a Nikon inverted Optiphot fitted with a fluorescence 

filter cube containing only a dichroic mirror coated on one side with gold/palladium and 

a standard mercury lamp used for fluorescence as the light source. Cells were viewed 

with a Zeiss 40x oil immersion lens configured with a correction collar and a DAGE

MTI CCD camera. Images were acquired with the Image I image analysis system. 

Immunostaining 

Duplicate wells ofHMVEC viewed by IRM in chamber-slips were permeabilized 

with 0.5% Triton X-I00 for 5 min and washed \vith DCF-PBS before blocking with 1% 

non-fat dry milk for 30 min at room temperature. Cells were incubated with the P4ClO 

(anti-~I) monoclonal antibody at a dilution of 1:100 in DCF-PBS for 1 hr at room 

temperature. After washing 3x with DCF-PBS + 1 % milk, cells were incubated with 

an anti-mouse IgG antibody conjugated to FITC (Sigma Immunochemicals) diluted 1:32 

in DCF-PBS for 1 hr at room temperature. Following three washes with DCF-PBS, 

Photofade (Molecular Probes) was used to coverslip the samples to prevent rapid 

photobleaching. Images of integrin staining were acquired with a cooled CCD 

(Photometries, Tucson, AZ) and printed without enhancement. Actin cytoskeleton was 

stained by incubating permeabilized cells with 50 nM phalloidin conjugated to 
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rhodamine (Sigma) for 20 min. at room temperature. 

Flow Cytometry 

Treated HMVEC were harvested with ice cold 5 mM EDTA in DCF-PBS. Cells 

were washed and suspended in cold DCF-PBS + 1.0% BSA at a concentration of 5.0-8.0 

x lOs cells per 200 ,.11. To each aliquot of cells, a monoclonal antibody directed against 

either the a2 (PIE6) or the PI (P4CI0) subunit was added at a 1:100 dilution. In a 

duplicate aliquot, primary antibody was not added to serve as a background control. 

Cell-antibody mixtures were incubated for 30 min. at 4°C with gentle rocking. Cells 

were washed extensively and incubated with an anti-mouse IgG-FITC conjugate for 30 

min. at 4°C with gentle rocking. Cells were washed extensively and examined by flow 

cytometry using the FACScan flow cytometer (Becton Dickenson). 

For cell cycle analysis, subconfluent HMVEC ± bFGF were washed Ix with 

DCF-PBS and harvested with 0.25% trypsin/1 mM EDTA. For each experimental 

condition, cells were pelletted and approximately 1 x 106 cells were suspended in 1 ml 

of PI buffer (0.1 % NaCitrate, 0.3% NP-40, 0.02 mg/ml RNAse, 0.05 mg/ml propidium 

iodide). The cell suspension was incubated for 30 min. at 4°C with gentle vortexing 

every 5-7 min. and allowed to sit overnight in refrigerator. Before performing the 

analysis, samples were centrifuged and suspended in fresh PI buffer. Propidium iodide 

fluorescence was analyzed with the FACScan flow cytometer utilizing the CellFit 

software package and the sfit subroutine (Becton Dickenson). 
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Results 

Cell cycle analysis was performed on low density cultures of HMVEC to 

evaluate the possibility that the changes in adhesion occurring after bFGF treatment may 

be due to differences in the progression of HMVEC through the cell cycle. In low 

density cultures ofHMVEC in serum free medium for 22 hr., 79.6% ± 0.2% of the cells 

were in the GclGI phase, 6.15% ± 0.6% were in S phase and 14.3% ± 0.4% were in the 

G/M phase of growth (Table 4.1). Addition of 10 ng/ml bFGF to serum free medium 

did not significantly shift the distribution of cells within the S phase (5.25% ± 0.6%) of 

the cell cycle. However, there was a small shift in the fraction of cells from the GclGI 

phase (83.9% ± 0.3%) to G/M phase (10.85% ± 0.2%)in cells treated with bFGF. 

Following exposure of HMVEC to bFGF for 22 hr., there was no difference in 

the levels of either the a.2 or 131 integrin subunit expressed on the cell surface as 

compared to untreated cells as determined by flow cytometry (Figure 4.1). The number 

of spread and not spread cells were observed for low density HMVEC ± bFGF permitted 

to spread on collagen I coated polystyrene for 20 and 60 min. (Figure 4.2, Table 4.2). 

HMVEC treated with bFGF appeared less spread and more narrow in shape than the 

untreated HMVEC (Figure 4.2). By 20 min of adhesion time, 64.1 % ± 0.7% of the 

untreated HMVEC and 52.8% ± 3.5% of the bFGF treated cells had completely spread. 

After 60 min, nearly all of the cells from either treatments were spread, however there 

was a slightly lower, but significant (p < 0.05), fraction of HMVEC treated with bFGF 

completely spread (92.4% ± 0.4%) than untreated HMVEC (95.6% ± 0.5%). 

Visualization of HMVEC adhered to collagen I coated glass for 60 min. by IRM 
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Table 4.1. Cell Cycle Analysis of Low Density HMVEC After 22 hr. of Treatment With 
or Without bFGF. 

Go/G) phases 

S phase 

GlM phases 

- bFGF 

79.6 ± 0.2 

6.15 ± 0.6 

14.3 ± 0.4 

+bFGF 

83.9 ± 0.3 

5.25 ± 0.6 

10.85 ± 0.2 

Values are means ± SE of the %fraction of cells within each phase of the cell cycle as 
determined by flow cytometry of cells stained with propidium iodide from two 
experiments. 

Table 4.2. Spreading of Low Density HMVEC on Type I Collagen. 

non-spread partially spread spread 

20 min adhesion 

- bFGF 17.8 ± 0.5 18.1 ± 1.1 64.1 ± 0.7 

+bFGF 23.4 ± 4.0 23.8 ± 1.0· 52.8 ± 3.5· 

60 min adhesion 

- bFGF 1.2 ± 0.1 3.2 ± 0.4 95.6 ± 0.5 

+bFGF 1.7 ± 0.8 6.3 ± 0.9 92.4 ± 0.4· 

For each treatment, values are mean ± SEM of the % fraction of> 300 cells totalled 
from 5 counts from 3 wells. 

·significantly different (p < 0.05) from the corresponding no bFGF control by Student's 
t-test. 
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Figure 4.1. Flow cytometric analysis of integrin surface expression on treated HMVEC. 

Indirect immunofluorescence labelIing of HMVEC ± bFGF with primary antibodies 

directed against either the III (A) or the a2 (B) subunit was measured by flow cytometry 

using the F ACScan machine and software. 
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Figure 4.2. Phase micrographs of HMVEC spreading on collagen I coated plastic. 

Untreated (a,c) and bFGF treated (b,d) HMVEC were plated for 20 min. (a,b) and 60 

min. (c,d) before counting. Images such as these were utilized in determining the 

fraction of spread versus non-spread HMVEC ± bFGF. Cells were determined to be 

completely spread (large arrow), partially spread (small arrow), or non-spread 

(arrowhead). Bar = 150 ~m. 
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revealed different patterns of substrate contacts in HMVEC treated with bFGF (Figure 

4.3). Frequently observed in untreated HMVEC were wide bands of dark zones adjacent 

to white areas within the cytoplasm at the cell periphery. In contrast, areas of spread 

cytoplasm in HMVEC treated with bFGF contained a more spotted pattern of dark 

zones. Immunofluorescence staining for PI integrins showed similar patterns as that 

observed for substrate contacts with IRM (Figure 4.3). There was not any evidence for 

the formation of classic focal contacts in cells from either treatment. In addition, there 

was no visible difference in the actin cytoskeleton organization of HMVEC from either 

treatment (Figure 4.4). 

There was not a difference in levels of the PI immunoprecipitated from HMVEC 

± bFGF, however, the PI subunit immunoprecipitated from low density HMVEC treated 

with bFGF exhibited a slightly slower electrophoretic mobility in a 7.0% acrylamide gel 

as compared to untreated cells (Figure 4.S). Probing Western blots of 

immunoprecipitated integrins with an antibody directed against the phosphotyrosine 

linkage resulted in no labelling of the integrin bands (Figure 4.S). However, a band of 

-125 Kd did label with the anti-phosphotyrosine antibody and was confirmed to be the 

focal adhesion kinase (pI2SFAK) by reprobing the same blots with and antibody against 

pI2SFAK. There was variability in the amount ofp12SFAK associated with the PI integrin 

from either treatment group, however, there appeared to be no difference in the levels 

of tyrosine phosphorylation of the pI2SFAK protein. Incubation of immunoprecipitated 

PI integrins from bFGF treated cells with alkaline phosphatase restored the 

electrophoretic mobility of the PI subunit to that observed for control cells (Figure 4.6). 
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Figure 4.3. Interference reflection microscopy and immunofluorescence labelling of ~1 

in adhered HMVEC. HMVEC ± bFGF were allowed to adhere and spread on collagen 

I coated glass and examined by IRM or permeabilized and labelled for ~1 integrin. 

HMVEC were treated at low density in the lack (a,b) or presence (c,d) of 10 ng/ml 

bFGF prior to transfer to coated glass. Panels (a,c) are IRM images and panels (b,d) are 

immunofluorescence images. In the IRM images, dark regions represent areas of close 

apposition between cells and substrate while light areas indicate areas where cells are 

removed from the surface. Bar = 10 J,lm 
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Figure 4.4. Microfilament staining of HMVEC described in Figure 4.3. Adhered and 

spread cells on collagen I coated glass were labelled with a fluorescence-conjugated 

phalloidin. (a) untreated HMVEC (b) bFGF treated. Bar = 10 ~m. 
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Figure 4.5. Immunoprecipitation and Western blot analysis of J3I integrins from 

HMVEC. Immunoprecipitations from surface biotinylated HMVEC ± bFGF using the 

P4CI0 anti-J3I antibody were separated under reduced conditions on a 7.0% 

polyacrylamide gel and blotted to nitrocellulose. The same blot was sequentially probed 

with avidin-peroxidase (to detect biotinylated proteins), an antibody against the phospho

tyrosine linkage (P-tyr), and an antibody directed against the tyrosine kinase (pI25FAK
). 

In the left most panel, the a and J3 indicate the location of the a2 and J31 integrin 

subunits are located based on their proposed sizes of 165 Kd and 140 Kd, respectively. 

The brackets are intended to show the distance between these two bands. Numbers 

beside each panel indicate molecular weight markers. 
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Figure 4.6. Western blot of alkaline phosphatase treated PI integrin immunoprecipitates. 

Following immunoprecipitation, recovered proteins were incubated with 2 units of calf 

alkaline phosphatase to remove any phosphate groups. Treated samples were 

electrophoresed under reducing conditions on a 7.0% gel and blotted to nitrocellulose. 

The same blot was probed with avidin-peroxidase (a) and an anti-phosphotyrosine 

antibody (b). Arrows indicate the locations of the PI integrin from HMVEC ± bFGF. 
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Discussion 

Two recent reports have described effects of bFGF on integrin expression and 

cell adhesion in microvessel endothelial cells (Enenstein et aI., 1993; Klein et aI., 1993). 

In both studies, bFGF treatment for 2! 18 hr. upregulated surface expression of cx.2~1 

integrin on human dermal microvessel endothelial cells (Enenstein et aI., 1993) and 

bovine adrenal microvessel endothelial cells (Klein et aI., 1993). Furthermore, there was 

an increase in adhesion of bovine adrenal microvessel endothelial cells to matrix 

molecules, including collagen I, following bFGF treatment (Klein et aI., 1993). In 

contrast to these studies, there was not a change in cx.2~1 surface expression in HMVEC 

treated with bFGF for 20 to 22 hr. The reason for the discrepancy is not clear, however 

there are a few possibilities. Even though there was an increase in cx.2~1 expression 

reported in both of the previous studies, there were differences in the changes in 

expression among the remaining integrins following bFGF treatment between the other 

two reports. This suggests that responses to bFGF may be specific to microvascular 

beds and/or culture conditions and may explain the differences between the three 

microvascular cell types. The human microvessel endothelial cells used in this study 

expressed high levels of cx.2 on the surface in serum free conditions without bFGF 

present. Perhaps isolation of these cells on laminin, a ligand for cx.2~1, followed by 

culturing on a collagen-derived substrate, gelatin, provided the stimulus for maximal 

expression and thus any further increase in cx.2~1 levels could not be induced. 

The changes in HMVEC adhesion to collagen I following bFGF treatment were 

not due to changes in surface expression of either the cx.2 or the ~l integrin subunits. 
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However, there was an observed shift in the apparent molecular weight of the 131 

integrin in bFGF treated cells. A shift in protein mobility may be due to an increase in 

phosphorylation (Musil et. al., 1990). Restoration of electrophoretic mobility by 

treatment of the 131 integrin with alkaline phosphatase is consistent with this hypothesis. 

Because the 131 integrin immunoprecipitated from HMVEC did not stain positive with 

an anti-phosphotyrosine antibody, it seems probable that the increase in phosphorylation 

of 131 following bFGF treatment occurred on serine/threonine residues. One major 

serine kinase that becomes activated by bFGF is protein kinase C (PKC) (Tsuda et al., 

1986). Furthermore, PKC has been localized to focal adhesion sites in fibroblasts 

(Woods and Couchman, 1992). Thus, serine phosphorylation of 131 integrin may be due 

to PKC activity. Integrin affinity for ligands in some cell types can be modulated by 

a process termed "inside-out" signalling (Hynes, 1992). Serine phosphorylation of the 

131 integrins has been correlated with adhesion-dependent phenotypic changes (Shaw et. 

al., 1990; Dahl and Grabel, 1991). If this is the case in HMVEC, then bFGF may be 

inducing a functional change in the 131 integrin receptors by increasing the level of 

serine phosphorylation. One possibility for the different effects of bFGF on HMVEC 

adhesion to collagen I may be explained by different activities of other collagen binding 

integrins. There are at least two other integrin pairs that bind to collagen I in 

endothelial cells (AI beIda and Buck, 1990), alf31 and a3J3l. Because addition of a 

blocking antibody against a3 had little affect on HMVEC adhesion to collagen I (not 

shown) and there was no apparent 210 Kd band characteristic of the al subunit in 

immunoprecipitations suggests that the a2 receptor was the main collagen receptor used 
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by HMVEC. 

In addition to possible changes in ~1 integrin function following bFGF treatment, 

the organization of ~1-associated focal contacts was also affected. Changes in the 

organization of adhesion sites appears to be necessary to permit spreading and migration 

(Regen and Horwitz, 1992). In fibroblasts undergoing migration, there was a shift from 

focal contacts to a more diffuse, punctate pattern of adhesion sites termed point contacts 

(Tawil et. aI., 1993). The point contact was hypothesized to be a less adherent and more 

plastic adhesion site thereby permitting migration. One possible mechanism for the 

observed changes in integrin localization in HMVEC may involve alteration of the actin 

cytoskeleton that can occur during migration (Giuliano and Taylor, 1990). However, 

because we did not observe gross differences in the actin cytoskeleton in cells between 

the two treatments, this possibility seems remote. Perhaps changes to the ~1 integrin 

such as serine phosphorylation may result in a different ability of ~1 integrin to organize 

into extensive substrate contacts. Further studies are required before a complete answer 

can be provided. 
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5. ANGIOGENESIS IN THREE DIMENSIONAL CULTURES OF MICROVESSEL 

FRAGMENTS 

Introduction 

During angiogenesis, microvessel endothelial cells (MVEC) from the parent 

vessel perform a sequence of activities resulting in the formation of new vessels 

(Ausprunk and Folkman, 1977). In response to a stimulus, the MVEC first degrade and 

then penetrate the basement membrane barrier. Once MVEC are free of the normal 

capillary structure the cells undergo a coordinated process of both proliferation and 

migration. This process is influenced by many elements including soluble factors 

(Folkman and Klagsbrun, 1987), cellular elements (eg. pericytes, Antonelli-Orlidge et 

aI., 1989) and extracellular matrix (Madri and Williams, 1983; Montessano et aI., 1983). 

The endothelial cell is sensitive to the nature of molecules comprising the matrix and 

the geometry in which the cells interact with these molecules (Madri and Pratt, 1986; 

Ingber and Folkman, 1989). For example, endothelial cells proliferate at different rates 

on collagen type-I in 2-D culture versus fibronectin in a 2-D culture or collagen type-I 

in a 3-D culture (Madri and Williams, 1983; Madri et aI., 1988). Traditional, two 

dimensional in vitro studies have revealed information concerning angiogenesis-related 

endothelial cell functions including proliferation (Presta et aI., 1986; Folkman and 

Klagsbrun, 1987), migration (Zetter, 1980; Stokes et aI., 1990a), protease production 

(Moscatelli et aI., 1980; Gross et aI., 1982), and tube formation (Folkman and 

Haudenschild, 1980; Madri and Williams, 1983). However, these studies lack the 
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influence of a 3-dimensional geometry on endothelial cell function. Recent efforts by 

researchers have resulted in the development of in vitro models to study the many, 

coordinated features of endothelial cell activity during angiogenesis. Nicosia and 

colleagues have examined angiogenesis as it might occur from a large vessel (Nicosia 

and Ontinetti, 1990). In this model, sections of rat aortae cast in" either fibrin or 

collagen gels were used to evaluate angiogenesis. In other models, cultured microvessel 

endothelial cells are seeded into three-dimensional matrices. Isolated microvascular 

endothelial cells cultured in either a collagen I gel or corneal stroma organized into 

anastomosing, tube-like structures (Montessano et al. 1983; Pratt and Madri, 1985). 

These models have proven useful in examining endothelial cell function in a three

dimensional environment independent of other cells types. However, the activity of the 

cultured endothelial cells in this model may represent more the process of 

vasculogenesis, the formation of vessels from cell anlage, than angiogenesis. To date, 

an examination of new vessel growth from existing vessels in a controlled environment 

has not been performed. 

An in vitro model that will permit examination of angiogenesis from 

microvessels in a defined cellular environment was developed. The model consists of 

freshly isolated microvessel fragments from rat fat (RFMF) suspended in collagen I gels 

in the presence or absence of known angiogenesis effectors. In this environment, cells 

within RFMF grew to form extensive networks of tubes that exhibit similar morphology 

to capillaries in vivo. This model should permit investigation of the cellular and 

molecular mechanisms involved in angiogenesis. 
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Methods 

Rat Fat Microvessel Fragment (RFMF) Isolation 

RFMF were isolated from epididymal fat pads from retired breeder Sprague

Dawley rats (> 400 g) (Figure 5.1). Fat pads were removed and minced with fine 

scissors. Tissue was dissociated with 2 mg/ml crude collagenase (Boehringer-Manheim, 

Indianapolis, IN) and 2 mg/ml bovine serum albumin (BSA, Sigma, St. Louis, MO) in 

Dulbecco's cation free PBS (DCF-PBS) pH 7.4 for 12 min at 37°C with vigorous 

shaking. The resulting slurry was centrifuged and the pellet washed with DCF-PBS 

containing 0.1% BSA (DCF-PBS + BSA). The pellet was suspended in 12 ml of DCF

PBS containing 0.1 % BSA and passed through a sterile 400 /lm mesh nylon screen 

(Tetko, Elmsford, NY). The filtrate was washed, resuspended as above, and placed on 

a sterile 30 /lm mesh nylon screen. The retained RFMF were collected from the screen, 

pelleted and resuspended in DCF-PBS + BSA. An aliquot was removed and RFMF 

were counted with a hemocytometer. Typical RFMF yields were on the order of 5,000 

fragments per two fat pads. 

Preparation of Collagen I gels 

A 3 mg/ml purified rat tail collagen I solution was prepared by adding to a 

volume of 4.7 mg/ml acidic collagen I (Collaborative Research, Bedford, MA), one 

fourth volume of 4x DMEM (Gibco, Grand Island, NY) containing HEPES and enough 

dH20 for the proper dilution of the collagen. The pH of the solution was neutralized 

by the addition of sterile 1M NaOH as indicated by the color change of the pH indicator 
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Figure 5.1. Diagram of rat fat microvessel fragment isolation protocol. The solution of 

0.2% collagenase was prepared in DCF-PBS and supplemented with 0.2% BSA. 

Approximately 5000 fragments were isolated from the fat of each animal. Isolated 

fragments were suspended in collagen gels as described in the Methods section. 
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in the DMEM. The appropriate number of RFMF to provide 2000 RFMF per gel was 

pelleted, resuspended in the collagen solution and plated at 0.5 mllwell in an uncoated 

24 well tissue culture plate. After polymerization of the collagen at 37°C for 15 min, 

0.5 ml of culture medium was added to each gel. Base culture medium consisted of 

DMEM supplemented with 2 mM L-glutamine. Heat inactivated fetal bovine serum 

(fbs; Intergen, Purchase, NY) was used at 10% vIvo The final concentrations of the 

different angiogenesis factors used were as follows: recombinant porcine 0.5 ng/ml TGF

(31 and 100 ng/ml recombinant human bFGF (R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN); 80 

J.lg/ml bovine hypothalamus-derived endothelial cell growth supplement ECGS; and 4 

J.lM hydrocortisone phosphate (Sigma). Heparin was added to the medium at a 

concentration of25 J.lg/ml and 1 J.lg/ml with the ECGF and hydrocortisone, respectively. 

An initial volume of 1 ml (0.5 ml gel + 0.5 ml medium) in each well was assumed. 

Gels containing RFMF were fed once at the initial plating and once 5 days later. Gels 

could be cultured for up to 10 days at which time the gels would retract from the plastic 

and contract into a dense mass. 

Characterization of microvessel fragment growth in 3-D gels 

To examine the possible effects of fragment density in permitting RFMF growth, 

the number of fragments plated per gel were varied from 500 to 2,000 fragments/gel. 

Appropriate· aliquots from the stock RFMF suspension were pelleted and plated in 

collagen gels as described above. To follow the time course of RFMF growth, areas of 

interest were marked on the outside of the culture well with a ring at the time of plating 
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using a marking tool and india ink. Phase micrographs were taken of each area inside 

the ring every day for the length of the culture period. 

Immunocytochemistry and Histology 

Freshly isolated RFMF attached to poly-L-lysine coated slides were gently rinsed 

in DCF-PBS and fixed in 100% methanol for 5 min at -20°C. After washing extensively 

in DCF-PBS, RFMF were incubated in DCF-PBS + 1.0% non-fat dry milk (Carnation, 

Los Angeles, CA) for 15 min at room temp. The primary antibody was diluted in DCF

PBS and placed on the RFMF for 1 hr at 37°C. Following washing, RFMF were 

incubated with a fluorescent secondary antibody diluted in DCF-PBS + 1.0% non-fat dry 

milk for 1 hr at room temp. After washing off unbound antibody, slides were viewed 

with standard epifluorescence. Antibodies directed against von Willebrand factor 

(polyclonal, Dako-Patts, Santa Barbara, CA), a.-actin (monoclonal, Sigma 

Immunochemicals, St. Louis, Mo), and collagen IV (polyclonal, gift of Dr. J.A. Madri) 

were used in staining. 

For histological examination, gels were photographed under phase microscopy, 

fixed in zinc-formalin fixative overnight at 4-10°C and subsequently processed into 

paraffin. Six!lm sections deparaffinized and were either stained with hematoxylin & 

eosin or examined by immunofluorescence. 

Scanning Electron Microscopy 

To examine the surface morphology of the isolated fragments, RFMF adhered 
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to poly-L-Iysine coated Labtek chamber slides (Miles Sci., Naperville, IL) were fixed 

in 3% glutaraldehyde in 0.5 M PIPES buffer overnight between 4°C and lOoC. Samples 

were dehydrated by passage through serial dilutions of 100% EtOH and critical point 

dried. After sputter coating with gold:palladium, the prepared samples were viewed with 

a JEOL 820 scanning electron microscope. 

Morphometry of microvessel growth in 3-D gels 

Collagen gels fixed in 35 paraformaldehyde in DCF-PBS were washed with 

DCF-PBS and pressed between two glass microscope slides and fragments were 

observed with a lOx objective on a Nikon phase microscope. Individual fragments were 

counted and the lengths measured with a previously calibrated ocular micrometer from 

five fields from each gel. 
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Results 

Heterogeneity was observed in the microvessel fragments isolated from rat 

epididymal fat. In general, RFMF were no longer than -400 J.1m however, the external 

diameter of individual fragments ranged from 8 J.1m to 30 J.1m (Figure 5.2). In an effort 

to determine the cell types that comprised the RFMF, fresh isolates were stained by 

immunofluorescence for the presence of either vWF and a-actin. Positive staining for 

vWF indicated endothelial cells while the presence of contractile-like cells was assumed 

from positive staining for smooth muscle a-actin. A typical staining pattern for vWF 

is depicted in Figure 5.3. Positive staining for vWF appearp.d as punctate fluorescence 

along the length of each fragment. Both small diameter «15 J.1m) and large diameter 

(15-30 J.1m) fragments stained positive for vWF, however the small diameter RFMF 

exhibited little vWF specific fluorescence (Figure 5.3). The lack of vWF staining was 

not due to loss of cellularity since nuclei were present and arranged in tube-like 

structures. RFMF stained positive for a-actin in three different types of staining patterns 

(Figure 5.4). The first pattern of staining was restricted to small diameter fragments and 

appeared as bands of fluorescence associated with rounded nuclei localized to the RFMF 

periphery. In the other two patterns, there was either a uniform fluorescence across the 

entire area of the fragment or the fluorescence merely outlined the fragment. These 

patterns occurred predominately in larger diameter fragments. Based on the a-actin 

staining, fragments were classified as either class 1 (banded), class 2a (uniformly bright) 

or class 2b (outline) and the characteristics of each are summarized in Table 5.1. 
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Figure 5.2. Phase micrograph of freshly isolated rat fat microvessel fragments before 

suspension in the collagen matrix. Bar = 200 Jlm. 
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Figure 5.3. Freshly isolated RFMF stained for the presence of von Willebrand factor (a

b) using a poly clonal antibody to human vWF and a fluorescent secondary antibody. 

The nuclear arrangement within each fragment was identified by co-staining with the 

DNA intercalating dye, bisbenzimide (c-d). A typical vWF staining pattern (a) consisted 

of a strong, punctate fluorescence signal along the fragment core while the cytoplasm 

associated with the rounded nuclei located at the fragment periphery (arrow) do not 

stain. The more narrow fragments exhibited a low level of vWF specific fluorescence 

(b); bar = 35 !lm. 
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Figure 5.4. Freshly isolated RFMF were stained for the presence of smooth muscle <x

actin (a-c) using a monoclonal antibody to the amino terminal end of <x-actin and a 

fluorescent secondary antibody. The cellular arrangement within each fragment was 

identified by co-staining of the cell nuclei with the DNA intercalating dye, bisbenzimide 

(d-f). Fluorescence extends to the edges of the fragment and is associated with the 

cytoplasm of the cells with rounded cell nuclei (arrows). The fluorescence staining of 

the microvessel fragment shown in (a) appears as thin processes surrounding the 

fragment. The more elongated nuclei of the fragment interior do not show positive 

staining (arrowheads); bar = 35 Ilm. 
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Table 5.1. Characterization of Freshly Isolated Rat Fat Microvessel Fragments (RFMF). 

immunostainingB 

diameter vWF a.-actin collagen IV fibronectin 

class 1 < 15 /lm +/- + + 

class 2a > 30 /lm ++ ++ + 

class 2b > 30 /lm ++ +/- + 

• (+) positive staining, (++) strong positive, (+/-) weak positive staining, (-) no staining. 

In vivo, microvessels are surrounded by a basement membrane matrix rich in 

collagen IV (Madri et aI., 1980). To see if the RFMF had retained this matrix coating, 

isolated fragments were prepared for SEM or stained with immunofluorescence for 

collagen IV. RFMFs were surrounded by a coat of material that appeared either smooth 

and dense or as a fibrillar meshwork (Figure 5.5). While distinct cellular impressions 

were observed beneath the fibrillar layer, there was no evidence that cells were present 

outside of this coating. RFMF exhibited bright fluorescence when immunostained for 

collagen IV (Figure 5.6). Fragments did not stain for the presence of fibronectin, a 

matrix molecule not commonly found within the basement membrane (Figure 5.6). 

RFMF were cultured in collagen I gels for up to 10 days at which point, the gels 

containing growing fragments became contracted making it difficult to visualize the 

RFMF by phase microscopy. RFMFs cultured in serum free medium did not exhibit 

significant growth during 10 days of culture. Instead, the fragments remained intact or 
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Figure 5.5. Scanning electron micrograph of freshly isolated RFMF revealed that 

fragments are enshrouded by a dense matrix that was either smooth (a) or fibrillar (b) 

in appearance; bar = 1 0 ~m. 
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Figure 5.6. Fluorescence immunostaining of RFMF for matrix molecules. Collagen IV 

(a) was seen to be distributed along the RFMF while there was no staining above 

background specific for fibronectin (b). The nuclear arrangement within each fragment 

was identified by co-staining with the DNA intercalating dye, bisbenzimide (c-d); bar 

= 30 11m. 
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dissociated into single cells (Figure 5.7). The addition of 10% heat inactivated fetal 

bovine serum resulted in extensive growth and networking of RFMF after 10 days in 

culture (Figure 5.7). Growth of RFMF in the presence of serum depended upon the 

number of fragments initially cast in each collagen gel (Figure 5.8). When incorporated 

into gels at 500 to 1000 fragments per 0.5 ml of gel solution, limited fragment groWth 

was observed. In contrast, fragments cast at a density of 1500 to 2000 fragments/0.5 

ml gel solution grew vigorously in the presence of serum. 

Growth of RFMF in the presence of serum initiated between 4 and 5 days after 

seeding into gels (Figure 5.9). Before any detectable extension offragments, single cells 

were seen to migrate away from the individual fragments followed by growth of 

fragments that occurred primarily from the free ends of the fragments. Subsequent 

fragment growth was rapid with noticeable changes occurring within 24 hr. In one 

instance, fragment remodelling of branching tubes was observed to occur in a growing 

fragment (Figure 5.9). During culture, single cells were observed in the gel spaces 

between the microvessel tubes. 

Light microscopic evaluation of RFMF cultures revealed that extended RFMFs 

consisted of cells in the form of tubes with internal diameters of approximately 4-5 11m 

(Figure 5.10). Associated with the tubes were rounded nuclei localized to the perimeter 

of the tubes (Figure 5.10). In addition to forming tubes, cells lined the surfaces of 

apparent infoldings and pockets within the collagen gels. All cells whether in tubes or 

as single cells stained positive for a-actin by immunofluorescence (Figure 5.11). 

To examine RFMF growth in the presence of a stimulator of angiogenesis, 80 
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Figure 5.7. Phase micrographs ofRFMF gel culture in different media. A 7 day culture 

in serum free medium consisting of M199 and 5 mM HEPES (a). Growth of RFMF 

occurred with the inclusion of 10% fetal bovine serum to the serum free medium (b); 

bar = 200 flm. 
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Figure 5.8. Phase micrographs of 7 day old RFMF cultures initially cast with varying 

numbers of RFMF per gel. The casting density of RFMF was in the range of 1000 

RFMF/gel (a), 1500 RFMF/gel (b), and 2000 RFMF/gel (c); bar = 200 J,lm. 
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Figure 5.9. Time course of RFMF growth in collagen I gels in the presence of 10% 

serum. Each panel shows the same area of a culture every day beginning with day 0 

(a) and ending with day 7 (h); bar = 200 J.lm. 
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Figure 5.10. Histology of RFMF grown in collagen gels for 10 days in the presence of 

10% serum. Low magnification (a) and high magnification (b,c) light micro) light micrographs 

paraffin sections stained with H & E. Apparent tubes in cross section (closed 

arrowhead) and longitudinal section (open arrowhead) are visible (a). In addition, the 

lumens appear to be patent and free of material (b). Microvessels consist of cells with 

elongated nuclei (arrowhead) and cells with rounded nuclei (arrow) associated with the 

exterior of the tube structure. Bar = 30 J..lm (a), 8 J..lm (b), and 5 J..lm (c). 
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Figure 5.11. Immunostaining for the presence of a.-actin in paraffin sections of RFMF 

gels (a) cultured in 10% tbs medium for 10 days. The distribution of cells within the 

gel are shown by co-staining the section with BBI (b); bar = 30 !lm. 
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/lg/ml crude endothelial cell growth factor (ECGF) with 25 /lg/ml heparin was included 

in the culture medium containing 10% serum. In the presence of ECGF, RFMF grew 

longer with fewer branch points and anastomoses as compared to the cultures lacking 

ECGF after 10 days in culture (Figure 5.12, Table 5.2). The mean length of fragments 

grown in 10% serum was 39.1 ± 3.4 /lm while ECGF grown fragments grew to a length 

of 56.8 ± 6.0 /lm. RFMF grown in medium with serum alone did not express vWF 

while gel cultures in the presence of ECGF exhibited intense levels of staining for vWF 

(Figure 5.13). The vWF specific fluorescence in ECGF treated cultures was limited to 

those cells organized into tubes. 

RFMF cultures in collagen I gels responded to inhibitors of endothelial cell 

proliferation and migration. Inclusion of either 0.5 ng/ml transforming growth factor-J3 

(TGF-J3) or 4 /lM hydrocortisone in serum containing medium resulted in limited or no 

growth of RFMF during 10 days of culture (Figure 5.12). Dissociation of some of the 

RFMF appeared to occur after approximately 7 days in culture. Single cells located near 

fragments were observed in the presence of both inhibitors indicating migration and/or 

proliferation of a subpopulation of individual cells within the fragments. 
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Figure 5.12. Effects of angiogenic factors on RFMF growth in collagen gels. RFMF 

were cultured for 10 days in medium with 10% serum supplemented with either 80 

Jlg/ml ECGF (a), 0.5 ng/ml TGF-f3 (b) or 4 JlM hydrocortisone (c); bar = 200 Jlm. 
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Figure 5.13. Immunostaining for the presence ofvWF in paraffin sections ofRFMF gels 

cultured in 10% fbs medium in the lack (a,c) or presence of 80 J,1g/ml ECGF (b,d) for 

10 days. Panels (c) and (d) show the distribution of cells within each section by 

staining with BBI. In sections of 10% serum grown cultures (a,c), fragments are present 

but do not stain for the presence of vWF (open arrowhead). In contrast, fragments 

within gels cultured with ECGF (b,d) stain positive for vWF (filled arrowhead) while 

single cells do not (small arrowhead). The arrows point to a rounded nucleus associated 

with a grown microvessel fragment that lacks staining for vWF; bar = 60 J,1m. 
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Table 5.2. Morphometry of RFMF Cultured for 10 Days in Collagen I Gels. 

microvessel fragment (MF) characteristics· 

# MF/lOx fieldb MF length (Ilm) # branch points/MF 

10% serum 

10% serum + ECGSb 

28.0 ± 1.7 

13.7 ± 2.2 

391 ± 34 

568 ± 60 

0.94±0.17 

0.90 ± 0.18 

• measurements are mean ± SEM of five measurements each from 2 gels for each 
treatment. 
b 80 Ilg/ml crude basic fibroblast growth factor + 25 Ilg/ml heparin 

Discussion 

In tissues, the microvasculature consists of endothelial cells organized into tubes 

distributed throughout a three dimensional parenchyma. Surrounding each of the tubes 

is a basement membrane and a layer of mural cells, the density of which varies along 

the microvasculature tree (Nehls and Drenckhahn, 1993). Intimately associated with the 

smaller elements of the microvessels are pericytes that appear to wrap around the 

endothelial cell tube with finger-like processes (Wagner and Hossler, 1992; Shimada et 

al., 1992). The functional role of pericytes in the microvasculature has been proposed 

to be one of regulation of endothelial cell function. (Antonelli-Orlidge et aI., .1989). 

Because pericytes have been demonstrated to contain a-actin, a smooth muscle 

associated isoform of actin, and possess contractile abilities in vitro it is also possible 

that the pericyte layer may function in vaso-active processes (Herman and D'Amore, 

1985; Shepro and Morel, 1993). In addition to the presence of pericytes, the 
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maintenance of a basement membrane provides regulation of microvessel endothelial cell 

function. Endothelial cells demonstrate a low rate of proliferation and migration on 

basement membrane proteins such as laminin and collagen IV (Form et al., 1986). Due 

to the relationship between the pericyte, the basement membrane and the capillary 

endothelial cell, any complete study of angiogenesis must consider the interplay between 

these elements in vessel growth. Characterization of the microvessel fragments used in 

this study revealed that the structures initially cast into the 3-D collagen I gels contained 

endothelial cells, a collagen IV containing matrix and a.-actin positive mural cells. In 

the smaller diameter fragments, the a.-actin staining pattern reflected the scanning 

electron micrographs of microdissected rat and eel capillary beds reported by Shimada 

et al. (1992) and Wagner and Hossler (1992), respectively. From these observations, we 

conclude that the isolated fragments retained the constituents and architecture that were 

present while in the tissue. Therefore, the subsequent growth of the fragments in the 

gels reflects the events that normally occur in vivo. For example, the surrounding 

basement membrane must be degraded to relax matrix control of the normally "static" 

tube structure thereby permitting endothelial cell sprouting. Furthermore, any control 

of capillary structure or function imparted by the pericyte must also be modulated to 

permit tube expansion. Perhaps the coordination of these early events in angiogenesis 

would explain the 4 to 5 day delay in the initiation of fragment growth observed in the 

3-D cultures. 

In this RFMF model, the combination of either crude ECGF or basic FGF and 

serum resulted in the growth of longer tubes. Acidic and basic FGF, also present in the 
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crude hypothalamus extract, are members of the heparin binding growth factor (HBGF) 

family (Baird and Bohlen, 1991). These members of the HBGF family have been 

demonstrated to upregulate matrix protease production (Gross et aI., 1983) and certain 

integrin subunits (Basson et aI., 1992; Enenstein et aI., 1992) in cultured endothelial 

cells. Furthermore, these factors are chemokinetic and chemotactic for microvessel 

endothelial cells in vitro (Folkman and Klagsbrun, 1987). Perhaps coordination oflocal 

matrix degradation and directed migration by these factors may be responsible for the 

linear extension of fragments. Consistent with the morphogenic abilities of the HBGF 

family (Slack et aI., 1987; Gospodarowicz, 1990), the growth of RFMF in response to 

ECGS observed in this study suggests that factors such as HBGF may provide the 

architectural instructions for capillary growth while factors related to those found in 

serum may provide the stimulus for angiogenesis. 

The results obtained after addition of hydrocortisone to the gel cultures are 

consistent with the effects of hydrocortisone on endothelial cell function in vitro and 

angiogenesis in vivo. Hydrocortisone has been demonstrated to be an inhibitor of 

endothelial cell proliferation and migration (Maca et aI., 1978; Stokes et aI., 1990b) and 

angiogenesis (Crum et aI., 1985). Similarly, we observed complete inhibition ofRFMF 

growth by hydrocortisone in this model. TGF-f3 has been shown to be a stimulator of 

angiogenesis in vivo while the factor inhibits migration and proliferation of endothelial 

cells in vitro (Sporn and Roberts, 1988). Consistent with these in vitro observations 

was the inhibition offragment growth by TGF-f3 observed in this study. However, there 

were single cells free of the fragments indicating the presence of a subpopulation of 
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cells that were able to migrate and/or proliferate in the presence of TGF-Il TGF-13 has 

been shown to induce tube formation in 3-D cultures of rat microvessel endothelial cells 

(Madri et aI., 1988). This is in contrast to what was observed with the RFMF cultures 

in which some fragments were seen to have dissociated into single cells. Why some 

fragments dissociated while others maintained the initial fragment structure is unclear. 

Perhaps, differences in mural cell distribution and basement membrane integrity between 

fragments may be involved. Again, it would seem that the final morphology and growth 

of capillaries is the result of the interaction of multiple factors, both soluble and matrix 

related. 

At present, little is known concerning the mechanisms by which endothelial cells 

form and maintain tubes. There is evidence for the role of adhesion molecules, matrix 

organization and force generation in determining microvessel endothelial cell 

morphology and function (Ingber and Folkman, 1989; Shimmenti et aI., 1992; Madri and 

Marx, 1992). In this study, migration and proliferation of the endothelial cells within 

the microvessel fragments occurred while maintaining the fragment structure. Moreover, 

even in the absence of growth in the serum free cultures, fragments still maintained the 

original tube-like form. One possible explanation arises from preliminary experiments 

using lower density collagen gels. In the less dense gels (2 mg/ml) there were higher 

numbers of free cells with few tube-like structures within the gels in the presence of 

serum with or without ECGF (data not shown). This suggests that there is a critical 

density of collagen fibrils requisite for the proper signalling and balance of forces 

necessary to form tubes. It was clear that the cells within the high density collagen gels 
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used in this study were under tension since the collagen gels contracted after ten days 

in culture (data not shown). 

In this report, we present a novel model of angiogenesis that will permit the in 

vitro study of many features of the angiogenic response. The model would allow the 

use of biochemical and molecular techniques in the examination of specific angiogenesis 

events such as basement membrane remodelling, pericyte control of microvessel growth, 

endothelial cell migration and proliferation, mechanics of tube formation during 

angiogenesis, and endothelial cell-matrix interactions. Furthermore, since the 

microvessel fragments used in the model are similar if not identical to the microvessels 

in the tissue, the early events and responses of all vascular cell types to angiogenesis 

factors can be examined. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 

Three hypotheses were tested to determine the mechanisms of angiogenesis 

regulation. The focus was placed on regulation of microvessel endothelial cell 

interactions with a collagen I matrix by basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF), a potent 

inducer of angiogenesis. The first hypothesis stated that bFGF would reduce human 

microvessel cell (HMVEC) adhesion to collagen I to permit increased HMVEC 

migratory activity. Evidence presented in Chapter 3 supports this hypothesis, however, 

a caveat was discovered. Basic FGF did indeed reduce HMVEC adhesion to collagen 

I but only when cells were treated at low density (ie. minimal cell-cell interactions). In 

contrast, HMVEC treated at high density with bFGF adhered more to collagen I than the 

untreated cells. It was shown that the 0.2131 integrin was involved in this regulation in 

low density cells, however, its role in modulation of high density HMVEC adhesion was 

not clear. Because of this ambiguity in high density cells, the low density cells were 

utilized in testing the second hypothesis. This hypothesis stated that changes in 

microvessel endothelial cell adhesion in response to bFGF are due to regulation of 131 

integrin activity. Results presented in Chapter 4 provide support for this hypothesis. 

In response to bFGF, the 131 integrin was reorganized on the surface of HMVEC into 

less extensive substrate contacts, consistent with a less adherent phenotype and a delayed 

ability to spread on collagen I also observed in low density HMVEC treated with bFGF. 

Correlating with these changes in integrin activity was the serine phosphorylation of the 

131 subunit following bFGF. This post-translational modification has been suspected in 

a number of examples of integrin regulation. Because the above described evidence for 
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bFGF -mediated effects on endothelial cell function has been determined with cells 

isolated and cultured in the artificial environment of tissue culture, an attempt was made 

to relate these to angiogenesis as it occurs in vivo. One role of cell-matrix interactions 

in vivo is to control tissue morphogenesis. Therefore, the hypothesis that the net effect 

of bFGF on angiogenesis is to control vessel morphogenesis during angiogenesis and not 

simply induce vessel growth was tested. To test this question, an in vitro assay of 

angiogenesis was developed that permitted examination of the angiogenic process in a 

controlled environment. Based on previously reported information, bFGF was expected 

to induce numerous vessels with extensive branching. Instead, the effect of basic FGF 

(as a crude preparation) on microvessel growth was to produce relatively long vessels. 

The long growth pattern observed in microvessels in response to bFGF is consistent with 

the in vitro results reported in this dissertation. The response of the microvessel 

endothelial cell to bFGF appears tightly regulated in a manner that prevents all cells 

within the vessel structure from responding in a stimulatory fashion. Thus there would 

be a graded response leading to a directed growth of the vessel tip. Based on the 

observations presented in this dissertation (summarized in Table 6.1) a series of working 

models have been proposed to direct further efforts in understanding the regulation of 

angiogenesis. 

The results from the experiments presented in this dissertation contribute to the 

experimental evidence (DiMilla et al., 1993; Wu et al., 1994) that is mounting in support 

of the adhesion/migration model originally described by DiMilla et al., 1991 and 

presented in Chapter 1. Based on this model, the effects of bFGF on cell migration as 



Table 6.1. Summary of Principle Observations 

Observations 

1. HMVEC adhesion to collagen I was sensitive to bFGF 

2. Effects of bFGF on HMVEC adhesion were cell density dependent 

3. Adhesive states correlated with predicted migration rates 

4. HMVEC interactions ± bFGF were mediated by J31 integrin 

5. bFGF did not alter a2J31 affinity state in HMVEC 

6. HMVEC + bFGF were less resistant to a detaching shear force 

7. There were no changes in a2J31 surface expression of low density HMVEC 
with bFGF treatment 
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8. Associated with bFGF treatment was a different organization of J31 in substrate 
contacts in low density HMVEC 

9. Serine phosphorylation of J31 correlated with a reduced adhesive phenotype 

10. Angiogenesis occurred without presence of bFGF 

II. Presence of bFGF resulted in longer vessels 

a function of cell adhesion can be correlated. Whenever HMVEC adhesion to collagen 

I was reduced following bFGF treatment, there was a coordinate increase in cell 

migration. Conversely, an increase in adhesivity to collagen I was matched by no 

change or a slight reduction in cell migration. It seems then that as adhesivity of 

HMVEC changed in response to bFGF, the adhesive/migratory state of the cell shifted 

along the curve defining that relationship (Figure 6.1) consistent with what would be 

predicted by the model. It should be noted that these relationships are relative 

comparisons. It appears that the absolute values of adhesivity and migration speed are 
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Figure 6.1. Relative comparisons between adhesion and migration of HMVEC on 

collagen I with and without bFGF treatment. The relative locations on the 

adhesion/migration curve of the various HMVEC conditions have been estimated based 

on the assumptions of the model and experimental results. The resting cell conditions 

(bFGF) have been placed on the right side of the curve primarily due to the observations 

that the cells in culture appeared spread and not rounded or loosely adhered. 

Furthermore, untreated low and high density cells have been located to the same position 

for simplicity. 
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unique for a given cell type and matrix (DiMilla et al., 1993). Therefore the entire 

adhesion/migration relationship would need to be defined for HMVEC on collagen I 

before an absolute quantitative analyses could be made. The mechanisms involved in 

the modulation of HMVEC adhesion and therefore migration are not known. It is 

apparent that the ~I integrins are involved since blocking ~I activity with an antibody 

nearly abolished HMVEC adhesion to collagen I regardless of treatment. There are 

many points of regulation of integrin activity that have been described in the literature 

(see Chapter I) including direct affects of bFGF on integrin expression in endothelial 

cells (Enenstein et al., 1992; Klein et al., 1992). However changes in integrin 

expression were not observed in HMVEC, consistent with in vivo observations (Brooks 

et aI., 1994). A point of integrin regulation other than receptor number involves 

modulation of integrin affinity for ligand. In many of the reported examples, integrins 

are activated from a low affinity state to a high affinity state by exposure to factors or 

agonists. Normally associated with these changes is a loss of sensitivity to inhibitors 

such as blocking antibodies. With respect to HMVEC, similar inhibition curves were 

observed for both treated and untreated cells in the presence of either an antibody that 

blocks (x'2 or ~l integrin mediated binding indicating no change in receptor affinity. 

Results from the radial flow detachment assay further suggest that an affinity change in 

cell binding to collagen I in response to bFGF is not occurring. Examination of the 

shear forces required to detach 50% of the cells from the surface (critical shear) indicate 

that HMVEC are exhibiting similar adhesion strengths in response to bFGF as compared 

to untreated cells. This is based on the idea that changes in the critical shear forces are 
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indicative of changes in adhesion strengths (DiMilla et aI., 1992, 1993). However, 

clearly there were differences in the number of cells that remained attached following 

bFGF exposure and shearing indicating some change in cell-matrix interactions. The 

interesting results obtained with the a2 specific antibody imply that there is no change 

in integrin affinity, at least relative to the a2/H receptor. Increased presence of the a2 

antibody resulted in increased adhesion of HMVEC to collagen I suggesting the 

existence of two affinity states inducible by antibody binding. These results are similar 

to those obtained by others in which antibodies directed against integrin subunits 

induced shifts in integrin affinity states, particularly the a2p1 integrin (Arroyo et aI., 

1993; Chan and Hemler, 1993). It seems possible that the a2p1 in HMVEC can exist 

in at least two affinity states and that the shift from the lower affinity state (cells 

without antibody) to a higher affinity state (cells with antibody) is refractory to bFGF 

action. The conclusions provided by the radial flow data, the lack of change in integrin 

number, and the apparent lack of integrin affinity modulation point to the often 

implicated role of reduced cell-substrate interactions involving altered cytoplasmic 

activities (Lauffenburger, 1991; Heath and Holifield, 1991; Sheetz, 1994). The central 

theme to this concept is the flexibility and plasticity provided by an alternate 

cytoskeleton-integrin system that would be essential for migration but would also result 

in a reduced ability in cells to withstand detaching forces. In one instance, this concept 

was extended to include the action of a molecular clutch which would provide slippage 

during the transduction of forces occurring in migration (Heath and Holifield, 1991). 

There is some experimental evidence supporting the hypothesis that integrin-cytoplasmic 
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interactions are dynamic and contribute to the regulation of cell adhesion. In migrating 

fibroblasts, a gradient in cell attachment was observed in which the rear of the cell was 

less adhered than the leading edge (Schmidt et al., 1993). This difference in adhesivity 

across the cell was attributed to weakened integrin-cytoskeleton interactions potentially 

mediated by integrin phosphorylation. The implication of integrin phosphorylation in 

regulating integrin-cytoplasmic interactions is not new. Chinese hamster ovary cell 

adhesion to fibronectin was increased following phorbol ester treatment, which leads to 

activation of protein kinase C (Danilov and Juliano, 1989). The authors concluded that 

the affect on adhesion was due to a post-integrin event, possibly involving integrin

cytoskeleton interactions. Buck and Horwitz (1987) demonstrated a correlation between 

phosphorylation of integrins and a lower binding affinity for the adhesion complex 

protein talin. In addition, loss of fibronectin receptor phosphorylation was associated 

with a decrease in fibronectin organization, less fibronectin receptor organization into 

substrate contacts, and a less organized cytoskeleton in F -9 cells (Dahl and Grabel, 

1989). The difference in PI organization into substrate contacts and the possible role 

of PI serine phosphorylation observed in HMVEC treated with bFGF is consistent with 

these observations and the hypothesis that integrin-cytoplasmic interactions are mediating 

bFGF-induced changes in cell-matrix interactions. 

From these discussions, a working model of bFGF-mediated regulation of 

HMVEC adhesion can be tentatively proposed to provide for a basis for further study 

(Figure 6.2). Although speculative, the model also attempts to include the points where 

cell-cell interactions may be influencing the system. Central to this working model is 
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Figure 6.2. Diagram showing the working hypothesis of cell adhesion regulation by 

bFGF. In this scheme (A), bFGF <!) binds to its surface receptor <I) to bring about 

phosphorylation (*) of the integrin subunit (' ~). This leads to an altered adhesion 

complex (B) resulting in a more plastic adhesive state. Phosphorylation may then lead 

to displacement of adhesio~ complex proteins ( J ,~) from the substrate contact site. 

Less organization of integrins in substrate contacts and a reduced resistance to 

detachment are indicators of this response. Potential sites of regulation by cell-cell 

contacts are indicated by the arrowheads. This model is based on results obtained from 

experiments with single cells. 
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the phosphorylation of the ~1 subunit as the point of regulation. Following binding of 

bFGF to its high affinity receptor, activation of serine kinases (eg. protein kinase C, raf-

1 kinase) brings about the phosphorylation of the cytoplasmic tail of the ~1 integrin. 

The resulting phosphorylation event interferes with typical integrin-cytoskeleton 

interactions, possibly through a protein such as talin (Buck and Horwitz, 1987). The 

altered integrin-cytoplasmic interactions result in a de-stabilized adhesion structure that 

can interact with substrates, however is unable to withstand detaching forces. The de

stabilization of the substrate contacts would be necessary for the establishment of an 

intermediate adhesive state believed necessary for migration to occur (DiMilla et aI., 

1991). An aspect of this model that has not been addressed is the time frame in which 

the bFGF-mediated changes occur. In the experiments with HMVEC, bFGF was present 

for> 20 hours. This would provide more than enough time for gene expression and is 

considerably more time than needed for classical signal transduction pathways. It is 

very possible that bFGF treatment in this manner resulted in expression (or repression) 

of genes normally not expressed in the resting cell that are involved in the formation of 

substrate contacts but impart a different character to these complexes. The labile nature 

of bFGF suggests that the growth factor was not present during the entire 20 to 22 hr. 

of treatment. However, the heparin and proteoglycan binding nature of bFGF 

(Gospodarowicz and Chen, 1986; Sommer and Rifkin, 1989) provides for a mechanism 

by which bFGF can be protected and/or stored resulting in prolonged exposure of cells 

to the factor (Saksela et aI., 1988; Baird and Walicke, 1989; Saksela and Rifkin, 1990). 

Thus a constant signal transduction may have occurred maintaining serine kinase 
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activity. 

In the above model, cell-cell interactions can influence the cellular response to 

bFGF. This hypothesis was based on the observations that HMVEC modulated cell 

adhesion in response to bFGF depending on the density of the cells at the time of 

treatment. Although it's possible that medium in which the higher density cells were 

treated may be conditioned by other factors more rapidly in the high density cultures, 

a more probable explanation involves cell-cell contacts. Regardless of the mechanism, 

these results have implications in the bFGF regulated angiogenesis and may explain why 

endothelial cells within a microvessel respond differently to a single but shared 

angiogenic stimulus during angiogenesis (Figure 6.3). In such a situation, the higher 

density cells located closer to the parent vessel increase cell-matrix interactions thereby 

maintaining a differentiated state. Conversely, those endothelial cells located at the 

advancing tip, which have fewer cell-cell interactions, decrease cell-matrix interactions 

promoting cell migration and presumably interstitial invasion. This process would occur 

indefinitely until other signals bring about the resolution of the angiogenic response. 

These types of interactions are indicative of the complex, synergistic regulation 

of angiogenesis. The "spontaneous" initiation of angiogenesis in the three-dimensional 

assay suggests that endothelial cells possess inherent angiogenic capabilities, possibly 

through autocrine activity (Baird and Bohlen, 1991). These inherent angiogenic 

capabilities of vascular cells along with control by growth factors, which is sensitive to 

cell-cell interactions in modulating cell-matrix interactions, work in concert to determine 

vascular growth and morphogenesis. In light of these discussions, I would like to 
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Figure 6.3. Description of the different cellular responses by endothelial cells during 

angiogenesis indicating sites of complex regulation events. The dashed lines indicate 

zones where a differential response to a stimulus (eg. bFGF) along the growing vessel 

might occur. Cells at the growth tip respond to a stimulus by undergoing migration 

(Zone C) while cells located more proximally continue to proliferate (Zone B) or 

differentiate leading to vessel maturation (Zone A). All three cellular activities can be 

induced by bFGF in vitro. 
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propose the term "angiogenic tone" to describe the angiogenic state of a given tissue. 

This implies that angiogenesis is not merely a phenomenon of induction and repression 

but instead a constantly balanced condition of promotion and reduction of vascular 

growth determined by the inherent features of the vascular elements and the tissues. 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix A. CHARACTERIZATION OF HUMAN MICROVESSEL ENDOTHELIAL 

CELLS DERIVED FROM SUBCUTANEOUS FAT 

Cultures of HMVEC were characterized for a number of endothelial cell markers 

and function. HMVEC exhibited a fibroblastic morphology that tended to grow in 

sweeping patterns and exhibited uptake of diI-acetylated LDL (Figure A.I). By 

immunostaining, 1st passage HMVEC were weakly positive for von Willebrand factor 

and negative for a. smooth muscle cell actin. Western blots of fresh isolates detected 

the presence of the cadherin 5 protein, however, this marker was no longer expressed 

once the cells had been placed and maintained in culture. In contrast to HMVEC plated 

on a two dimensional layer of Matrigel®, HMVEC formed cords within 1.5 hr. when 

plated in a three dimensional sandwich of Matrigel® (Figure A.2). Under typical culture 

conditions in medium prepared with PDGF depleted serum, HMVEC maintained a 

healthy morphology and were able to proliferate. The results of the characterization are 

summarized in Table A.I. 



Table A.l. Summary of HMVEC Characterization 

marker indication 

morphology sweeping patterns; limited cobblestone 

dil-acetylated-LDL uptake nearly every cell stained positive 

von Willebrand factor weak to no staining in primary and 1st 
passage cultures 

a smooth muscle cell actin no staining 

cadherin 5 present in fresh isolates; not present in 
cultured cells 

cord formation occurred in sandwich gels of Matrigel® 

cultures in PDGF depleted serum healthy morphology and positive growth 
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Figure A.I. HMVEC morphology and diI-Ac-LDL uptake. HMVEC were isolated on 

laminin and subsequently cultured on gelatin coated plastic. Phase micrograph (A) and 

fluorescence micrograph (B) of confluent HMVEC passaged 4 times. The fluorescence 

micrograph is of HMVEC incubated with the fluorescent molecule diI-acetylated-LDL 

(10 f.lg/ml) for 4 hr. Bar = 100 f.lm (A) and 25 f.lm (B). 
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Figure A.2. Cord formation of HMVEC cultured in Matrigel®. (A) Confluent 

monolayer of HMVEC on a thick layer of Matrigel® 2 hr after plating. (B) HMVEC 

plated on top of a Matrigel® layer and sandwiched between another layer of 

Matrigel® 30 min. after plating. The micrograph was taken 2 hr. after placing the 

second layer of Matrigel® on the cells. Note the formation of cords of cells in the 3-D 

cultures (B) but not in the 2-D cultures (A). Bar = 100 J.1m. 
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Appendix B. LINEAR MIGRATION ASSAY 

Image 1 commands used in the journal MIGR_MSR used for automated counting 

of the HMVEC migration profiles produced in the linear migration assay. This journal 

loads calibration files, opens data logs and operates the automatic stage. Embedded 

within the MIGR_MSR journal is a subjournal, STG_MSR, which performs the image 

acquisition, image processing, and counting to produce the data file described in Chapter 

2. Each section represents either a journal or the function component of the journal. 

Each section is presented as the text of the dialog box displayed by Image 1 for each 

function. Those functions which are not represented below are self explanatory and 

require no configuration setup (ie. these functions are using default parameters). 

1. Journal "MIGR_MSR" 
measurement calibration 
load stage state 
set stage origin 
start logging measurements 
scan stage 
stop logging measurements 
[End of Journal] 

1.A. Measurement Calibration Configuration 
Calibrate on: L: Live F: Foreground B: Background 
V: Number of Y-axis intervals: 4 
H: Number of X-axis intervals: 4 

Top Edge: 146 
Left Edge: 197 

Bottom Edge: 244 

X: One X-axis interval represents: 0.050000 
Y: One Y-axis interval represents: 0.050000 
U: Units: millimeters 

Right Edge: 272 



P: Calibration file path: C:\IMAGEI\calibrat\ 
N: Calibration file name: IMAGEI 
W: Write calibration to file: No 
T: Text ID: lOx with Ix relay and SIT-66 calibration in millimeters 
Z: Log Fmt: 
M: Select Calibration file name 
Q: Query during playback? No 

I.B. Load Stage State Configuration 
N: File name: migratel 

P: File path: C:\IMAGEI\calibrat\ 
Q: Query during playback? No 

I.C. Scan Stage Configuration 

Stage will scan with the following increments: 
X:X Increment: 0.14000 
Y:Y Increment: 0.90000 

Number of increments to move stage: 
A:A Number of X Increments: 60 
B:B Number of Y Increments: 7 

Scan Strategy: 
1: Left to Right 2: Top to Bottom LZig Zag 

The following journal will be executed after each movement: 
J:Journal: stge_msr 

Q:Query during playback? No 

2. Journal "STGE_MSR" 
show live image 
acquire image 
log stage position 
measure using state file 
[End of Journal] 

2.C. Acquire Image Configuration 
S: Image Source: Video Load Next from Disk Load Previous from Disk 
N: Frames to Average During Video Acquistion: 

1 2 4 ~ 16 32 64 128 256 
L: Show Live Before Video Acquisition: No 
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P:PostProcessing: 
None 
Background Subtraction: F = F - B + Offset 
Shading Correction: F = 128 '" FIB 

R: Require reference for post processing: Yes 
0: Offset for Background Subtraction: 0 

2.B. Log Stage Position Configuration 
Log Format: %X% 

2.C. Measure Using State File Configuration 
P: State File Path: C:\IMAGEI\state\ 
N: State File Name: migratel 

S: Select State File 

L: Log data? No 
E: Query writing if file exists? No 
A: Log mode if not querying: Append Overwrite 

D: Pause for data display after measurement? No 
T: Use threshold stored in state: Always Query Never 
Q: Query region during playback? No 

2.D. Object Measurement Mode - Configuration Menu Measurement 
H: Fill Holes NO 
E: Erase Border NO 

Filters 
/\F: Configure Filters ... 
F: Auto Configure Filters ... 
C: Centroid Exclude NO 

Data Display 
/\D: Configure Data Display 
D: Data Display Mode TOTALS 

Misc 
C: Configure Data Logging. 
L: Load Region .. . 
S: Save Region .. . 
/\L: Load State. 
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AS: Save State. 
"C: Cut Region No 

Configure Graphics Marks 

R: Draw Longest Chord No 
M: Draw Diameter No 
N: Draw Centroid No 
F: Use Filter Colors Yes 
G: Draw Color Legend No 

2.E. Object Measurement Mode - Main Menu 

FIB: Measure ForegroundlBackground 
MI: Make Measurement 
M2: Resize Region 
AA: Acquire Image ... 
D: Configure Standard Area. 
M: Measurement Mode Rect 

Filters 

Misc 

S: Filter Set SET A 

AE: Erase Features ... 
AH: Histogram Mode ... 
L: Log Data To Disk Off 
R: Region Locked Yes 
TAB: Configuration Mode ... 

Threshold 
T: Threshold Image 
X: Reset Threshold 
0: Hide Overlay 
J: Join/Cut Objects 
AX: Join/Cut Mode Clear 

Accumulation 
AR: Reset Accumulation 
R: Reset All Accumulation 
A: Accumulation Mode Current 
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Data Display 
1: Show Data Window 
2: Show Summary Window 
V: View Measurements ... 

H: Fill Holes No C: Centroid Exclude No 
"C: Cut Region Yes 

E: Erase Border No D: Data Display Mode TOTALS 

Region Position: 0.52000, 0.028571 
Region Size 0.14133 x 0.90408 = 0.12778 

2.E.1. Object Measurement Mode - Main Menu 

Threshold Region 
M2: Low: 44 M3: High: 255 
Features of Interest Are: 
N: Normal H: Highlighted 
V: View Mode: Solid Transparent 

2.E.2. Object Measurement Mode - Main Menu 
Configure Standard Area 

S: Standard Area: 0.00030000 
C: Copy Standard Values 
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Appendix C. MICROTITER ADHESION ASSAY 

Image 1 commands used in the journal ADHESION used for grain counting of 

fluorescent nuclei of adhered HMVEC in the microtiter adhesion assay. This journal 

loads calibration files, performs the image acquisition, image processing, and counting. 

Each section represents either a journal or the function component of the journal. Each 

section is presented as the text of the dialog box displayed by Image 1 for each function. 

Those functions which are not represented below are self explanatory and require no 

configuration setup (ie. these functions are using default parameters). 

1. Journal "ADHESION" 
reset contrast 
show live image 
acquire image 
measure using state file 
[End of Journal) 

I.A. Measurement Calibration (not in journal, but needs to be loaded prior to the 
journal) 

Calibrate on: L: Live F: Foreground B: Background 
V: Number of Y-axis intervals: 4 
H: Number of X-axis intervals: 4 

Top Edge: 124 
Left Edge: 167 

Bottom Edge: 376 

X: One X-axis interval represents: 0.025000 
Y: One Y-axis interval represents: 0.025000 
U: Units: centimeters 

W: Write calibration to file: No 

Right Edge: 362 

T: Text ID: 4x nikon obj, SIT66 camera, Ix relay, JBH 

I.B. Acquire Image Configuration 
S: Image Source: Video Load Next from Disk Load Previous from Disk 
N: Frames to Average Duringing Video Acquistion: 



1 2 4 8 16 32 64 128 256 

L: Show Live Before Video Acquisition: No 

P: Post Processing: 
None 
Background Subtraction: F = F - B + Offset 
Shading Correction: F = 128 ... F / B 

R: Require reference for post processing: Yes 
0: Offset for Background Subtraction: 0 

I.C. Measure Using State File Configuration 
P: State File Path: C:\IMAGEl\state\ 
N: State File Name: adhesel 

S: Select State File 
L: Log data? No 
E: Query writing if file exists? Yes 
A: Log mode if not querying: Append Overwrite 
D: Pause for data display after measurement? No 

T: Use threshold stored in state: Always Query Never 
Q: Query region during playback? No 
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Appendix D. RADIAL FLOW DETACHMENT ASSAY 

Image 1 commands used in the journal JA YFLOW used for automated counting of 

the 60 mm dishes containing adhered HMVEC following exposure to a laminar fluid 

flow. This journal locates the center of the dish and will move radially in a stepwise 

fashion every 1 mm. At each step, the number of fluorescent nuclei of adhered cells is 

counted and written to a data file. The journal performs 16 measurements in one pass. 

The dish is then manually rotated to perform another measurement pass. Each section 

represents either a journal or the function component of the journal. Each section is 

presented as the text of the dialog box displayed by Image 1 for each function. Those 

functions which are not represented below are self explanatory and require no 

configuration setup (ie. these functions are using default parameters). 

l. Journal "JA YFLOW" 
measurement calibration 
load stage state 
move to stage positions 
[End of Journal] 

1.A. Measurement Calibration Configuration 
Calibrate on: L: Live F: Foreground B: Background 
V: Number of Y-axis intervals: 4 
H: Number of X-axis intervals: 4 

Top Edge: 124 
Left Edge: 167 

Bottom Edge: 376 

X: One X-axis interval represents: 0.025000 
Y: One Y-axis interval represents: 0.025000 
U: Units: centimeters 

P: Calibration file path: C:\IMAGEl\calibrat\ 
N: Calibration file name: IMAGEI 

Right Edge: 362 



W: Write calibration to file: No 
T: Text 10: 4x nikon obj, SIT66 camera, Ix relay, JBH 
Z: Log Fmt: 

M: Select Calibration file name 
Q: Query during playback? No 

I.B. Load Stage State Configuration 
N: File name: flow 
P: File path: C:\IMAGEI\calibrat\ 
S: Select File name 

Q: Query during playback? No 

I.C. Move to stage position 

Sel. X Y Z 
Yes 1.6954e+05 79461. 
Yes 1.6954e+05 83371. 
Yes 1.6954e+05 87312. 
Yes 1.6954e+05 91217. 
Yes 1.6954e+05 95244. 
Yes 1.6954e+05 99248. 
Yes 1.6954e+05 1.0346e+05 
Yes 1.6954e+05 1.0727e+05 
Yes 1.6954e+05 1.1137e+05 
Yes 1.6954e+05 1.1521e+05 
Yes 1.6954e+05 1.1971e+05 
Yes 1.6954e+05 1.2345e+05 
Yes 1.6954e+05 1.2753e+05 
Yes 1.6954e+05 1.3131e+05 
Yes 1.6954e+05 1.3563e+05 
Yes 1.6954e+05 1.3936e+05 

position 
0.0000 1 
0.0000 2 
0.0000 3 
0.0000 4 
0.0000 5 
0.0000 6 
0.0000 7 
0.0000 8 
0.0000 9 
0.0000 10 
0.0000 11 
0.0000 12 
0.0000 13 
0.0000 14 
0.0000 15 
0.0000 16 
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